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As his spinal cord deteriorates, Hal Burrows takes more and more time to get dressed and do other daily activities. He grows more depressed until he learns about stem cells. “It’s my dream to ride
my bike 20 miles,” he says.

Searching for a stem-cell miracle
STEM CELL From Page 1A
They’re all here searching for miracles
because they’ve heard that stem cells
might heal their conditions -- and because they can’t get stem cells where
they live. They know that government
regulators in their countries will require years of tests and clinical trials
before they OK procedures like this.
Some patients have heard their doctors say, yes, stem cells may someday
revolutionize the way we treat injuries
and disease, but it’s best to wait until we
know they really work.
Hal and the other patients don’t have
time to wait. His muscles are getting
weaker by the day ...
The doctor appears, a blue mask covering his face. For the moment, Hal’s
wait is over.
A nurse wheels him into a corner
room overlooking the booming city of
Shenzhen. In the distance, kites dance
between skyscrapers in a smoggy gray
sky. In the treatment room, Hal curls
into a fetal position. A nurse smears an
area on his lower spine with brownish
iodine solution, and the doctor prepares the syringe.

Chapter 2: The Accident
Faster.
Hal speeds down the hill on his racing
bicycle.
Go faster.
It’s dusk, Sept. 4, 1986, and Hal’s feeling his oats. He’s 26 years old, riding 30
mph down a curvy hill on the University of Richmond campus. He spent the
day in a darkroom developing photographs and is antsy to get a workout in
before it gets dark.
He’s training to be a competitive
fencer, just back from nationals in New
York City where he placed high in the
saber. His coach says he still needs
to improve his leg speed. Leg speed?
What’s better than riding a bike? Hal’s
convinced he’ll make the Olympic
team.
Go faster.
Hal has always been fascinated with
military things; it’s his Southern heritage, he jokes later. How can you not be
interested in the military if you grew up
in Charleston, the city where the Civil
War began? Or if you attended The
Citadel, like he did?
Now, he’s in Richmond, Va., the capital of the Confederacy, where he and his
girlfriend have a photography business
called Voila Inc. And on this evening
21 years ago, he’s finishing his workout,
a five-mile loop on his bike, hoping to
shave a few seconds from his record the
night before.
He nears an intersection and senses
something wrong. He hears a horn,
turns to evade the sound and crashes
into a car. He’s knocked cold, and when
he wakes a few minutes later, a doctor
who happens on the scene asks him to
move his legs.
“I am moving my legs, I am!” He’s not.
The accident compresses his vertebrae, blows out his spinal disks and
bruises and cuts his spinal cord. At the
hospital, doctors tell him he is paralyzed from the neck down, that he’ll
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Tremendous potential, tremendous controversy
Many scientists believe stem cells will revolutionize the way we treat diseases and injuries.
But stem cell research has triggered intense political and ethical debates.
WHAT ARE STEM CELLS?
Think of them as magic seeds. They
are cells that have yet to morph into a
specific kind of tissue. With the right
kind of prodding, stem cells can be
turned into nerve cells, brain cells, even
skin cells.

Chapter 4: New Hope

WHAT’S THE BIG DEAL?
If scientists can control stem cells,
they may be able to repair damaged
brain tissue and other parts of the body,
possibly cure diseases once thought
untreatable. Some think stem cells will
be the greatest advance in medicine
since the advent of antibiotics.
WHAT MAKES THEM
SO CONTROVERSIAL?
Stem cells can come from at least
three sources: blood from a baby’s umbilical cord, adult tissues and human
embryos.
It’s these embryonic stem cells that
have triggered so much debate. To get
embryonic stem cells, scientists must
destroy a human embryo or clone the
cell. Critics say this could lead to human cloning. Others say the destruction of human embryos is wrong.
Supporters say embryonic stem cells
have special properties that could lead
to important medical advances. They
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A colony of undifferentiated human embryonic stem cells is seen under
a microscope. The embryonic stem cell colonies are the rounded, dense
masses of cells. The flat, elongated cells in between the embryonic stem
cell colonies are fibroblasts that are used as a “feeder layer” on which the
embryonic stem cells are grown.
argue that most embryos are created
for in vitro fertilization and would be
otherwise thrown out.
WHAT ARE THE
POLITICAL IMPLICATIONS?
Six years ago, President Bush banned
the use of frozen embryos to create

new stem cells. He urged more research into the use of adult stem cells,
saying “adult stem cells are already
helping suffering people.” Democrats
and some Republicans are pushing to
reverse the ban.
– Tony Bartelme

The China Effect
The Post and Courier dispatched reporter Tony Bartelme and photographer Alan Hawes to China to document the
country’s many impacts on South Carolinians.

On the Web

Go to www.charleston.net for
previous stories on:
◗ How smog from China makes
its way to the United States.
◗ China’s master counterfeiters.
◗ A local company’s successful
integration into China’s

never walk again.
After two months, Hal regains some
movement and feeling. His cord wasn’t
completely severed. That’s the good
news. The bad news is that it’s badly
bruised and pinched.
One day, attendants take him to the
weight room and put him on a bench
press. He looks up at the bar and remembers how he used to bench press
his weight – about 175 pounds. He
stares at the two 2½-pound weights on
the bar, then struggles to lift his hands
and get a grip. He can’t budge it. He
starts to cry and doesn’t stop. For three
days, he wails so hard and loud that
nurses move him to another ward so he
won’t upset the other patients.
Then something clicks, some neurochemical reaction that turns grief
into determination. Hal looks almost
euphoric now, the doctors comment.
He begins working harder with the
physical therapists. In three months, his

just as doctors had predicted. They can
give him morphine and other medications to manage his pain. He can do
physical therapy. But really, they tell
him, there’s not much else they can do.
Hal uses his walking cane more and
more, then goes back to his wheelchair.
He struggles to put on his clothes. He
feels weak all of the time and stays up
nights wondering if he will wake up the
next morning without any movement at
all. One night, he tells Debbie, “I feel as
if my body is dying.”

economic rise
◗ How the Port of Hong Kong
squeezes so many containers
through its port.
◗ How the port scans containers
for weapons of mass destruction.
◗ How Hong Kong survived
— and eventually thrived —

right hand is strong enough to squeeze
open a clothespin, though his left hand
remains limp.
One night, after all the visitors and
most of the staff leave, he decides to
sneak out of his room and get a soda
from a vending machine down the hall.
He scrambles to the floor and crawls
the whole way, mission accomplished.
He does this night after night, and
when doctors and nurses ask why his
elbows and knees are so bruised and
bloody, he plays dumb. A nurse eventually catches him in the act. Doctors
scold him -- and then give him knee
and elbow pads. Within a year, Hal regains enough strength to get out of his
wheelchair and walk again, though his
gait is awkward and he tires quickly.

Chapter 3: His Downfall
A few years later, he moves back to
Charleston, where he meets a cheerful,
red-haired woman named Debbie. Hal’s

because of China’s rise.

Web extras

Also on the Web are slide
shows and a blog ‘On Assignment’ for a discussion about
their trip. http://postscripts.typepad.com/on_assignment

doctor tells her that people with spinal
cord injuries sometimes get better for a
while and then get worse, but Debbie is
an optimistic sort. She thinks, Hal will
be fine, and look at him: he has a spinal
cord injury but rides his bike from downtown Charleston to Folly Beach! They’re
married July 4, 1998, and later move to
a one-story brick home in the Pierpont
area of West Ashley.
On one of those rides to Folly, Hal
suddenly feels his hand and legs go
numb. He hasn’t been feeling well lately.
On his rides, he’s using easier gears
than in the past. But this is different. He
stops on the James Island Connector,
barely able to move. After five minutes,
the feelings in his arms and legs return.
But something’s wrong.
The doctor has bad news: Hal’s honeymoon is over. Twelve years after his
injury, and after he recovered much of
his feelings in his arms and legs, the
cells in his spinal cord are atrophying,

Spring 2006. Debbie is sad and
frustrated. The man she married has
become a shut-in. “I want you to join
the living,” she tells him. He doesn’t
answer.
One night after they return, Hal’s
pain grows. Debbie doesn’t know what
to do, so she sits in front of her computer and types “stem cells” into her AOL
search engine. A year before, a doctor
had mentioned they might help.
On the Internet, Debbie learns how
stem cells don’t simply divide and multiply like other cells. They can change
into different kinds – brain cells, heart
cells.
She learns that if scientists can somehow manipulate these cells so they replace injured ones, they may be able to
cure all kinds of incurable diseases.
These magic cells might even rebuild
an injured spinal cord.
She learns about Dr. Huang Hongyun
in Beijing. He’s begun treating foreign
patients using stem cells from the nasal
cells of aborted fetuses. She fires off an
e-mail asking for more information. He
e-mails her back saying he has a oneyear waiting list.
“We can’t wait that long,” Hal says.
She learns about another company
through a Web site called www.stemcellschina.com. The company has an
odd name, Beike Biotechnologies Co.
Ltd., and Debbie shoots Beike an email.
A representative e-mails back that
they have room for Hal. Debbie and
Hal also learn that Beike uses stem cells
from the blood of umbilical cords that
otherwise would be thrown away - not
ones from embryos.
Debbie helps Hal apply for a visa. Hal
buys a ticket to China for about $1,400.
They wire $13,000 for the first four
injections to Beike’s account. This will
be expensive, but Hal has some money
saved up from a home he sold on Folly
Beach.
Suddenly, Hal feels as though he’s on
a mission.
“I didn’t have any hope before,” he
recalls later. Maybe with these stem cells,
he thinks, I might be able to ride my bike
again, or walk, or who knows what’s possible?
It’s late July now, and he boards a
plane in Charleston and sets off for a
hospital on the other side of the world.
TOMORROW: Hal arrives in China.
Meet the doctor who bets his company
on stem cells. Will these magic cells
really help?

And so it begins …
New year is under way for Spoleto
Festival USA. Spoleto Today, 1AA

Co-chair of Spoleto Scene works
to draw young adults. People, 1F
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Miracle or mirage?
Sony touts razor-thin
full-color video display

2 intelligence reports
sent to White House
before Iraq invasion

In the race for ever-thinner displays
for TVs, cell phones and other gadgets,
Sony has raised the bar with a .01inch-thick pliant screen that can bend
like paper. 7B

BY WALTER PINCUS
The Washington Post

State lawmakers weigh
smoking prohibitions
Legislation that might include such
features as smoking licenses for bars
and no smoking in vehicles with children under age 10 also could override
local bans in favor of less-restrictive
statewide rules. 1B

Local teacher takes ex
to task on ‘Judge Judy’
Charleston preschool teacher Sarah
Sugarbaker won a $2,532 judgment
when she took her case before daytime
TV’s top-rated judge. 1B
Hal Burrows of West Ashley was losing the use of his limbs because of an old spinal cord injury when he
learned that Chinese doctors are bypassing clinical trials with stem cells and reporting miraculous cures.

Coming up
Sales tax going up
Prepare to pay more, and not only for
gasoline: The state sales tax on many
items is increasing from 5 percent to
6 percent on June 1. Get the report
Sunday. Business

Pre-war
analyses
foresaw
terrorism

STORY BY TONY BARTELME
PHOTOGRAPHS BY ALAN HAWES

Desperate patients from America are flying to China for stem cells, their

WASHINGTON — The U.S. intelligence
community accurately predicted months
before the Iraq war that al-Qaida would
link up with elements from former Iraqi
President Saddam Hussein’s regime and
militant Islamists to conduct terrorist attacks against U.S. forces in Iraq, according to a report released Friday by the Senate Select Committee on Intelligence.
Two national intelligence assessments
sent to the White House and other senior
Bush administration policy-makers in
January 2003 also predicted that al-Qaida
“would try to take advantage of U.S. attention on postwar Iraq to re-establish
its presence in Afghanistan,” according
to the Senate report.
The long-awaited section of the committee’s so-called Phase II report, which
covers the pre-war intelligence assessments of what conditions would be like
after the conflict in Iraq, also said that
Iran would seek to influence a post-war
Iraq to protect its own security interests
and to demonstrate its importance as a
regional actor.
The assessments also said “elements”
within the Iranian government might

Please see IRAQ, Page 9A

last hope for living normal lives — or staying alive at all. But can stem
cells really cure the incurable? This is the story of Hal Burrows, a partially
paralyzed man from Charleston, and his search for a miracle.
Summer fun

Chapter 1: The Patient

Memorial Day is the unofficial start
of summer, and Monday we’ll tell you
about some of the area’s best beaches
and other places for outdoor fun. We’ll
also have an interactive graphic on our
Web site with directions and other information. News

HENZHEN, CHINA — The
stem cells are late.
They were supposed to be
here a half hour ago, fresh
from the lab, 10 million for Hal’s
spine, and Hal’s waiting.
Hal Burrows has been waiting
for 20 years, really, ever since that
afternoon on his racing bicycle
when everything changed, since
the doctors said he would never
walk again, since those gray days
two years ago when he was getting
weaker and had all but given up
hope. Where are the stem cells?
Hal passes the time by telling
jokes to anyone in earshot, poking
fun at the nurses, who don’t understand English and look at him
with tired faces. Hal talks about
cameras, about movies he’s seen;
he laughs so hard he can’t finish
his stories. He can’t wait to get this
injection! Maybe this one will be another breakthrough.
In his wildest dreams, Hal never
thought he’d end up in a Chinese
hospital, halfway around the world
from his home in Charleston, waiting for a doctor to inject stem cells
into his spine.
But this is Hal’s second trip to
China in six months, and today,
he’s having his 11th injection and,
wait … the stem cells are here!
Down the hall, a small portable
cooler is being toted by a man in a
white polo shirt who smiles as he
saunters to the nurses’ station.
The nurses shoo away Hal’s
visitors, put him on a gurney and
wheel him down the hall. He passes
other patients’ rooms; their doors
have signs with their names and

Today’s outlook
Plenty of sunshine.
High 81. Low 61.
Complete 5-day
forecast, 12B.
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“You don’t want to get
out in the first round.”
Elizabeth Brondsema

A scar marks the spot where Hal Burrows had surgery years ago on
his mangled spinal cord.

The China Effect

BY TENISHA WALDO
The Post and Courier

China’s rise affects us in countless ways. The Post and Courier examines
this trend and what it means for you.

Stem cells

A three-day look at medicine in China.

TODAY: Hal
Burrows heads to
China seeking a cure
for the incurable.

SUNDAY: Hal arrives
to see a doctor who
specializes in stem
cell treatment.

flags from their home countries:
United States, Canada, Romania,
Brazil, United Kingdom.
Like Hal, these patients are
paying as much as $20,000 for four
stem cell injections, intravenous
stem cell drips and a month’s stay
in a Chinese hospital.

Superb speller
wades through
world of words

MONDAY: Hal
receives treatment
in China and hopes
for the best.

Like Hal, they have diseases or
injuries that are all but incurable:
multiple sclerosis, spinal cord damage, Parkinson’sdisease , cerebral
palsy, diabetes and Lou Gehrig’s
disease.
Please see STEM CELL, Page 7A

HARLEYVILLE — Elizabeth Brondsema, 12, slouches over the “Z” section
of the thick unabridged dictionary in
her lap and scans the pool of tiny words,
memorizing how to spell the big ones she
doesn’t recognize. Her long brown hair
drapes over the book’s 2,662 pages.
The dictionary is her study guide for
when she competes in the 80th annual
Scripps National Spelling Bee next week.
Elizabeth outspelled 50 area students and
won SpellBound! to represent the Lowcountry in the national bee.
The sixth-grader from St. George
Middle School doesn’t have a tutor or a
trained coach to prep her for the national
competition, but she does have help from
family and friends.
Sometimes they sound out words for her
to spell. Other times they are her cheerleaders and help keep her focused.

S

Please see SPELL, Page 9A
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Sports, 3C

Arts & Travel, 1D

Turtles on
the Town

Citadel
stumbles
Bulldogs reach title
game only to come up
short against Wofford

Where to look for Piccolo’s loggerheads
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Dueling themes open festival

Briefly

Italian mayor urges
harmony; ‘Mahagonny’
challenges audiences

T

he first day of Spoleto Festival USA
2007 was dominated by the unlikely twin themes of reconciliation and
alienation.
The reconciliation came at noon, with
the opening ceremony in front of City
Hall. Present on the platform was the

Military mom returns
to surprise birthday girl
The moment Taylor Deal realized
her mom was home from Iraq for her
birthday, she rushed to her with arms
outstretched and tears in her eyes. 1B

S.C. shoppers to see
sales tax hit 6 percent
Starting Friday, the statewide tax on
many items increases by a penny on
the dollar in a move that is expected to
generate about $600 million a year. 1H

Josh
Rosenblum
OVERVIEW CRITIC
mayor of Spoleto, Italy, the Honorable
Massimo Brunini. As longtime Spoleto
attendees know, Gian Carlo Menotti
— who founded the Festival of Two
Worlds in Spoleto, Italy, in 1958 and its

sister festival here in Charleston in 1977
— severed ties with Spoleto Festival
USA in 1993. (As to how that rift came
to be, any festival veteran will be happy
to give you his version, probably at
some length.)
“Spoleto and Charleston are united by
a special tie that only culture can create,” Brunini told the rapt crowd, via
his translator. The best way to honor
the late Menotti, he said, is “to
Please see FESTIVAL, Page 11A

Spoleto Today
◗ Shipwrecked in Utopia. 7A
◗ Reviews of ‘Swingtime Canteen,’ ‘Keeping Watch,’ ‘blessing the boats.’ 8A

Go to Spoletotoday.com, your
all-access pass to both festivals. It has
blogs, videos, audio clips and a podcast.

The road to China
Charleston man pursues medical miracle on other side of world

11-year-old boy kills
1,051-pound wild hog
If claims of 9 feet, 4 inches from
snout to tail are accurate, Alabama’s
Monster Pig dwarfs the mythic Hogzilla killed in Georgia in 2004. 14A

Coming This Week
Mixed signals
Radio stations
are upgrading
to digital technology despite
cost and uncertainty. Monday
in Business
Review

Anything goes on the grill

ALAN HAWES/STAFF

Hal Burrows explores a market near the hospital where he was waiting for stem cell injections. Burrows traveled halfway around the world from
his home in Charleston to Shenzhen, China, to have the stem cells injected into his back.

The grill isn’t just for the main dish
anymore. Wednesday in Food

High tech on H20
Water-skiing at top speed level.
Thursday in Get Out

The Post and Courier

S

HENZHEN, CHINA — Mid-

Today’s outlook
Mostly sunny. High 83.
Low 61. Complete
5-day forecast, 10B
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summer in the smoggy south
China coast is humid and
blistering hot, like Charleston. The area also is prone to tropical
storms, and Hal Burrows arrives just
before a typhoon hits.
Hal is here to have stem cells injected into his back. He hopes they’ll
travel up his spinal cord and rebuild
nerves damaged in a bicycle accident
20 years ago.
Now, 12 time zones from his home
in Charleston, with rain and winds
lashing the window in his room on
the 14th floor of Nanshan Hospital,
Hal wonders what he has gotten
himself into.
But the winds die down soon

Miracle or mirage?
SATURDAY: Hal
Burrows heads to
China seeking a cure
for the incurable.

TODAY: Hal arrives
to see a doctor who
specializes in stem
cell treatment.

MONDAY: Hal
receives treatment
in China and hopes
for the best.

The China Effect

China’s rise affects us in countless ways. The Post and Courier examines
this trend and what it means for you.

enough, and from his window, Hal
sees the city return to normal.
Hal has blue eyes, reddish hair
and a goatee, which give his face a

vaguely Nordic look. He gets restless quickly, and for crying out loud,
he thinks, I’m in China! I gotta get
out of my room. He climbs into his

wheelchair, takes the crowded elevator down to the lobby and rolls
toward the hospital gates.
Occasionally, he wheels past the
fortune tellers gathered on the sidewalk, dressed in colorful Buddhist
robes, hawking predictions to the
sick and their families.
Sometimes, he pokes fun with the
farmers selling steaming yams for
15 cents apiece from rusty 55-gallon
drums. He touches the drum and
shakes his hands and yells as if he’s
been burned, drawing laughs from
passers-by unaccustomed to seeing
a Caucasian man in a wheelchair
howling.
Hal didn’t really know what to
expect from this hospital. He had
never been to Asia before.
Please see STEM CELLS, Page 6A

Setting the record straight ............... 2A
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Jailed jazzman seeks funds to fight cocaine rap
Info line: Post and Courier’s free 24-hour

BY GLENN SMITH
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Ambrosia

The Post and Courier

Update

Locked in a Dutch prison and deprived of his horn, Charleston trumpeter Joe Ambrosia is blogging and
learning to play guitar as he fights
efforts to bring him home to face
criminal charges.
Ten months after the fugitive jazz-

man was captured in Amsterdam,
Dutch authorities still are trying to
decide whether to send him back to
the United States to stand trial on a
cocaine trafficking charge.
Last month, the country’s minister
of justice declared Ambrosia eligible

for extradition, but Ambrosia has
appealed that decision, authorities
said. In the meantime, Ambrosia’s
former roommate in Amsterdam
has launched a Web site to generate
support and money to pay the horn
man’s legal expenses.
The Web site portrays Ambrosia,
67, as a talented, harmless man who
was caught up in a misguided war on

drugs waged by the Bush administration. South Carolina authorities
don’t see the Bush connection — or
much reason to sympathize with
Ambrosia.
“We do not believe these are harmless crimes and we will continue to
fight to have him returned to this
Please see COCAINE, Page 11A
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FROM 1A

Beike CEO Dr. Sean Hu hopes to build an international stem cell treatment company from its
headquarters in the booming Chinese city of Shenzhen.

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ALAN HAWES/STAFF

Quiuhong Mei, a Beike technician, prepares a new batch of stem cells in the company’s lab.

Chinese medical entrepreneurs are cashing in on stem cells
STEM CELLS From Page 1A
But he’s pleasantly surprised. The
hospital is in a plain white high-rise
smudged from the smog that smothers
the city day after day. The rooms are
like most in older American hospitals,
spare and cheerless, but they’re clean
and roomy enough. When he’s homesick, he e-mails his wife, Debbie, from a
recreation room computer, or he wheels
around the halls and chats with other
patients.
The hospital’s 14th floor is devoted
entirely to foreign patients here for
stem cells. On the walls, simple signs
in English and Chinese describe stem
cells and how they work. Patients and
their families mill about, speaking Italian, Portuguese and English. Some, like
Hal, have spinal cord injuries.
Others have incurable diseases such
as multiple sclerosis, ALS (Lou Gehrig’s
Disease) and Parkinson’s. Several patients have ataxia, a genetic brain disorder that affects balance, speech and
vision. The 14th floor is a fraternity of
medical expatriates, all hoping they’ll
find in stem cells what they haven’t
in other medicines and treatments: a
miracle cure.
By now, Hal is convinced he’s making
history. He talks about how he’s one of
the first Americans to be treated with
stem cells in China. He doesn’t think
much about the dangers or possible side
effects of these treatments. He hasn’t
checked out Web sites where American
doctors caution patients to wait until
tests show that stem cells really do
work. He knows that his body’s muscles
are getting weaker every month, and
that if he doesn’t do something, someday soon he might not be able to move
at all. Compared to that fate, he thinks,
What do I have to lose?

Chapter 2: The Chinese Doctor
Dr. Sean Hu guides his gleaming
black Buick Regal through Shenzhen’s
busy streets, past one of the world’s tallest skyscrapers and an exhibition center
with the floor space of 30 Wal-Marts.
Three decades ago, Shenzhen was a
fishing town of about 70,000 people.
Now it has 12 million people, more
than Los Angeles, and its highways
are packed with BMWs, Lexuses and
other late-model cars, most made in
China. Hu points to a golf course near
the high-rise where he lives. It’s Sunday,
but Hu’s cell phone rings every few
minutes, followed by a vaguely female
voice that chirps in English, “You got
message.”
Hu is chairman of Beike Biotechnology Corp., the company that will inject
the stem cells into Hal’s spinal cord.
Hu is 40 years old and has a smooth
face that looks younger when he smiles.
As he winds through the city’s streets
toward his lab, he pops in a homemade
CD of his 12-year-old son playing jazz
on the saxophone. Hu’s future, like
those of his patients, hinges on the success of stem cells.
He knows he’s already come a long
way from the mountainous region in
China’s interior where he was born,
where his mother was a doctor and his
father was a government official. He
smiles as he says he once wanted to be a
police officer, but exams for such positions were difficult when he was a teen,
and that when he didn’t pass, he went
into medicine instead. He recalls how
he excelled in medical school, and like
many other talented Chinese doctors,
went overseas for advanced training,
earning a Ph.D. in 1988 in biochemistry
at the University of Gothenburg, Sweden. He talks about his postdoctoral
research in molecular biology at the
University of British Columbia and how
he started a dental equipment distribution business in Sweden and Finland.
“In 1991, I didn’t think I would come
back to China.”
He scans Shenzhen’s booming skyline
and explains how his attitude changed.
He and a growing number of expatriate
Chinese professionals saw that capitalism in China was no longer an experiment. China was where the opportunities were. He moved his companies
here. Soon after, he discovered intrigu-
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Looking for miracles
Patients from around the world have traveled to China for stem cells. Some have found success, while others
are still searching for miracle cures. Here are some of their stories:
The Deering sisters, Shannon, 21, and
Erica, 18, were paralyzed in a car crash
in 2004. They live near Toronto, and
their plans to travel to China became
a cause celebre in Canada and helped
them raise more than $120,000. After
their treatments in December, their
father, Tony, says his daughters made
some subtle improvements in their
abilities to feel warmth. One gained
a slightly better sense of balance. Because of the publicity his daughters received, Tony says he gets many e-mails
and calls from other sick and injured
people. “I don’t want to take away their
hope, but I don’t want to give them
false hope either.”
●●●
Penny Thomas, 52, of Hawaii was
diagnosed with Parkinson’s disease in
2002. She received injections of retinal
neural stem cells last year. Before treatment, she shook uncontrollably and
could no longer eat by herself, read
or write or get out of a chair. After the
treatment, she says she shakes less and
can read and write again and eat by
herself. Last summer, she passed her
driver’s license test. “I went sailing the
other day ... I actually was at the helm
of the boat for 2 and ½ hours! I feel like
I’m a kid again,” she wrote in a Web
blog.
●●●

couldn’t do anything.” Two villages
helped his family raise the money to
go to China for stem cells. “I just want
to kick a ball with my boys, and I can’t
even do that.” Before the treatment,
he couldn’t walk up a flight of stairs by
himself, a problem since he lives in a
two-story house. After the treatments,
he said his balance is better, and for the
first time in seven years, he’s able to
use the stairs without a handrail.
●●●
Kevin Durea was left a quadriplegic
after a car crash in 2002. His doctors
in Australia told him they couldn’t do
anything more for him, so he and his
wife began seeking alternative medical treatments. He tried acupuncture
first and eventually traveled to China
for four stem cell injections. Durea
believes stem cells and physiotherapy
helped him recover enough to walk
with a walker and do 200 sit-ups. He
says he has better stamina, has more
feeling in his hips and fewer pain
spasms. He says he’s also able to open
his right hand more easily and pick up
his water bottle.
●●●
Nora, 9, from Hungary, was born
premature and suffered brain damage.
She received stem cells last summer
in Shenzhen. When she and her family
arrived, Nora had frequent fits of anger
and other behavior problems, said her
mother, Halaszi Ildiko. After the injections, “she is much more attentive,
she can understand more and doesn’t
forget new information at all. She gives
us lots of kisses with real love, instead
of angry behavior.” Her eyesight improved dramatically and her motor
skills improved. The family expects to
return to China this summer.

Donny Wayne Lewing of Louisiana
was riding his motorcycle 20 years ago
when he collided with an 18-wheeler,
leaving him paralyzed. Lewing heard
about stem cells several years ago and
received treatments in Beijing in late
2005, one of the first Americans to do
so. He says he’s had a few minor improvements in motion and feeling but
nothing life-changing. During his treatments in Beijing, he also contracted
●●●
spinal meningitis from what he believes were poor sanitary procedures at
Jerry Allen was injured in a fight in
that hospital. He received more injec2002 that left him semi-paralyzed from
tions this spring at Beike’s operation
in Shenzhen. So far, he hasn’t seen any the neck down. With physical therapy,
improvements.
he was able to stand, though with
much difficulty. He says his insurance
●●●
company quit paying for his therapy,
“and I started looking real hard for
Seven years ago, David Blair, 53, deother alternatives.” After getting stem
veloped ataxia, a debilitating disorder
cell injections, he regained some feelings of hot and cold and the ability to
that mimics the effects of strokes.
Blair lives in Scotland with his wife and sweat. “Living in hot Florida, it’s a plus.”
He’s regained some movement in all
two children. “The doctors said they

ing new research into stem cells.

Chapter 3: New Promise
In the 1960s, most scientists believed
that the human nervous system was
essentially irreparable — bad news for
people who had strokes, brain damage
and diseases of the nervous system.
But then researchers discovered selfrenewing cells in the bone marrow of
mice, and by the early 1970s, doctors
were transplanting bone marrow in
humans to treat leukemia and “bubbleboy” disease, children with severe immune deficiencies.
Over time, scientists learned that certain “stem cells” have an almost magical ability to change into other kinds
of cells: Some turn into heart cells that
pulse; others can become brain cells
with octopus-like tendrils that connect
to other brain cells and form neural
networks.
Now, researchers talk about a revolution in medicine: If doctors can control
stem cells and direct them to damaged
and diseased areas of the human body,
these cells might cure a host of diseases
now considered incurable.
Hu knew about stem cells from his
past studies of molecular biology, and
in 2001, he started following the work
of Dr. Yang Bo, a Chinese neurosur-

geon and professor studying how to
transplant stem cells into patients with
Parkinson’s disease and other brain
injuries.
Hu sees how Chinese researchers
break the backs of mice and inject stem
cells into their spines. “You could measure the stem cells going to the brains of
the mice, and three to four weeks later,
they could stand up and move their
tails,” Hu says.
He helps fund professor Yang’s trials
on human patients, and between 2001
and 2004, doctors treat 400 Chinese
patients suffering from diabetes, spinal
cord injuries, cerebral palsy and autism.
“I was surprised by the results. I talked to each patient, and I realized this is
going to be very good,” he recalls.
Some of the findings are published
in Chinese journals, but Hu knows
these studies don’t measure up in the
West. That’s because few if any involve
double-blind methods in which one
group of patients get stem cells and
another gets a placebo. Good doubleblind studies would prove that stem
cells improved patients’ conditions
instead of the placebo effect – the healing phenomenon generated by patients’
own hopes and positive thinking. Hu
thinks it’s just a matter of time before
studies in the West confirm what he

his fingers on his right hand. In an email, he said, “Would I recommend it?
YES! Am I happy YES! Would I go again
YES!”
●●●
Jeff Ginn, 39, injured his spine in a
motorcycle accident, leaving him semiparalyzed. He went to a Beike hospital
in Shenyang, China, in January. He
says after the stem cell injections, he
can feel heat and cold in his feet and
gained more movement in his legs. He
thinks therapy helped with his legs,
“but I don’t see how physical therapy
could regain feeling in my feet.”
●●●
Catherine Nguyen’s 3-year-old son,
Lukas, suffered a severe brain injury
when he was a toddler from a fall
down a flight of stairs. She said her son
lost 40 percent of his brain mass in the
injury and most of his motor skills. “He
is now very delayed,” she said of his development. “For over a year, we did everything for Lukas, but his brain mass
did not improve at all … Only right after taking him for stem cell in October
of 2006 did we immediately see great
results. For one thing, he began eating
solid foods that didn’t require pureeing. He started eating everything from
chips, to apple slices, to rice, to meat.”
She said he’s also following commands
and can speak some words. They’re in
China now getting a second treatment.
●●●
Chuck Melton, 28, of Illinois, suffered
a severe spinal cord injury in 2002 during a diving accident. Before getting
stem cell injections, he couldn’t move
his legs or feet. After the injections, he
regained some feelings to his waist
and with great effort can move his big
toe on each foot. “I can also tell that the
muscles in my abdomen are getting
stronger,” he said, but “the biggest and
best change so far for me has been the
fact that I have started sweating again
above my level of injury. I had not been
able to sweat for the last four and a
half years and that has been very hard
in the summers because I have three
children who love to play outside and it
was killing me not to be able to go out
there with them.”
– Tony Bartelme

already believes: Stem cells will be the
biggest revolution in medicine since antibiotics. So he decides to sell his dental
equipment company and form Beike
Biotechnology Inc., a partnership with
Beijing University and Hong Kong University of Science and Technology and
other investors.
Hu’s company will use stem cells from
the blood of umbilical cords of newborns, not human embryos – the source
of so much controversy in the United
States. He doesn’t have ethical problems
with using embryonic stem cells; it’s
just that the cells from umbilical cords
are more easily controlled when grown
in a lab.
He can treat patients immediately
with these cells because the Chinese
government doesn’t consider stem
cells a new kind of drug. Drugs would
require clinical trials. Rather, the government regulates injections as if they
were medical procedures similar to
bone marrow transplants. Soon, Beike
is growing stem cells in its lab.
Hu remembers one of his first patients
was a 39-year-old man with a spinal
cord injury, and the treatments don’t go
well at first.
“At the time, some of the doctors
weren’t confident about this (stem cell)
technology,” Hu says. “They gave him
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our reader poll concerning funding stem
cell Shenzhen
research. We’ll publish results of the
unscientific survey
in Monday’s edition.
Taiwan

three injections, and he said, ‘I’m not
VIETNAM
getting
any improvements, you guys
are cheating me, I don’t want to do
it anymore.’ And he goes back to his
hometown. Three months later, he calls
up and says he can stand up on his own.
The doctor was so happy he went all
the way to Hunan to see for himself.
He came back very excited.” That doctor would end up directing stem cell
treatments at Nanshan Hospital in
Shenzhen.
By the time Hal Burrows arrives in
August 2006, Beike has treated 100
foreign patients from 30 countries. The
company has 70 technicians, doctors
and managers, and its lab is churning
out 3,000 to 4,000 batches of stem cells
a year. By now, Hu figures about 85 percent of his patients are seeing improvements, though he says, “a lot of these
improvements are just a little bit. They
feel sensations and get more muscle
strength and bladder control.”
As Hu talks about his work, his excitement builds. He says one of his goals
this year is to coordinate a double-blind
clinical trial of his own. He’s making
plans to set up new treatment centers
in Thailand and Hungary. He’s setting
up partnerships with genetics researchers at the Veterans Administration
Hospital in Palo Alto, California and
the British Imperial College. He thinks
stem cells might someday be injected
on a regular basis into healthy people
as an anti-aging serum. Think of the
market for that! He wants to create a
brand, make stem cells into a commodity, maybe get Beike listed on NASDAQ
someday. He works 14 hours a day. “You
got message.” His phone rings again
and again. “You got message.”

Chapter 4: Sudden Success
On a hot day in late July 2006, Hal
gets his first injection.
I noticed something immediately — it
felt like someone was dragging a needle
up my arm.”
That surprises the doctors because
they don’t expect immediate results.
Stem cells are like seeds; they take time
to grow. On Aug. 6, Hal types an e-mail
to his wife, Debbie, in Charleston.
“I can open and close my (left) fist 10
times without my fingers locking up. I
have never been able to do that before.”
He gets more injections.
On Aug. 22, he types another e-mail:
“I want you to be the first person in
Charleston, USA, to know that I am
walking again. I’m crying I’m so happy,
tears of joy. It happened so suddenly.
I was in the shower, and I noticed that
I could move much easier. My whole
trunk came alive. I knew something
had happened. It was that fast.”
TOMORROW: Hal plans to return. Will
stem cells really help?

Your Health, 1C

Can you trust the 5-second rule?
Researchers test whether it’s safe to eat that food you just dropped.
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Iraqis
rat on
al-Qaida

Briefly

Summer fun
Today is Memorial Day, the unofficial
start of summer. Inside we’ll tell you
about some of the area’s best beaches
and other places for outdoor fun. An
interactive graphic on our Web site has
even more information. 1B

Tips lead to raid
on prison, where
U.S. troops free 42

Are empty houses
worth dying for?

BY RAVI NESSMAN

Some fire agencies are asking that
question after five fire fighters died
protecting an empty mountain vacation home last fall. 11AA

BAGHDAD — American forces freed
42 kidnapped Iraqis, some of whom had
been hung from ceilings and tortured for
months, in a raid Sunday on an al-Qaida
hide-out north of Baghdad, the U.S. military said.
Military officials said the operation,
launched on tips from residents, showed
that Iraqis in the turbulent Diyala province were turning against Sunni insurgents and beginning to trust U.S.
troops.
“The people in Diyala are speaking
up against al-Qaida,” said Maj. Gen.
William Caldwell, the top U.S. military
spokesman in Iraq.
Elsewhere in Diyala, a province north
of Baghdad that has seen heavy fighting
in recent weeks, a U.S. soldier was killed
when an explosion hit his vehicle. A second soldier was killed in an explosion in
Baghdad, the military said. The deaths
brought the number of service members
killed this month to at least 102, putting
May on pace to become the deadliest
month for Americans here in more than
2½ years.
In other violence, a barrage of mortar
rounds struck houses in a Shiite village
just northeast of Baghdad, killing three
women and a child and wounding seven
other children, Baghdad police said.
A suicide car bomber attacked an army
checkpoint in Musayyib, about 40 miles
south of Baghdad, killing two Iraqi soldiers.
U.S. military officials have said they
expected insurgents to step up attacks as
U.S.-led forces worked to crack down on
violence in Baghdad and the surrounding

Associated Press

Mount Pleasant chief
loses battle with cancer

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ALAN HAWES/STAFF

Police Chief Ronald R. “Roddy” Perry
died Sunday after
fighting cancer for
more than a year.
Perry, who recently
took a leave of absence, served in law
enforcement for 34
years. 1B
Perry

Americans Hal Burrows (left) and Donny Wayne Lewing both traveled to China hoping stem cells would
let them walk again.

Hal Burrows has seen amazing results from his first
stem cell injections — and so have other patients.
Will his hopes for a miracle cure be realized?

Condemned woman
says baby killed in fall

Reality check

Authorities found the baby’s body
stuff in a wine cooler box in 1994. The
babysitter, who is facing the death
penalty, said she buried the baby in a
fit of panic. 12AA

Top movies named
at Cannes Film Festival

BY TONY BARTELME

A low-budget film from a Romanian
director won top honors at Cannes.
Find a complete list of winners on 2A
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HENZHEN, CHINA — The
Australian journalists pile
into Hal Burrows’ hospital
room and set up the camera. They’re doing a documentary
for National Geographic called
“Supercells.” Hal squirms in his
wheelchair, primed to tell his story.
OK, they say, we’re recording.
Hal warms up by talking about
how he injured his back in a bike
accident 20 years before, and how it
left him with very little motion in
his arms and legs.
He says he barely could make a
fist with his left hand before coming to China, and explains how
doctors here injected stem cells into
his spine. Then he holds out that
bum left hand — and flexes it over
and over.
“Pretty amazing,” he says with a
smile, and now he’s rolling; he feels

Coming This Week
Mixed signals
Radio stations
are upgrading
to digital technology despite
cost and uncertainty. Today in
Business
Review

Anything goes on the grill
The grill isn’t just for the main dish
anymore. Wednesday in Food

High tech on H20
Water-skiing at top speed level.
Thursday in Get Out

STEM CELLS

Miracle or mirage?
SATURDAY: Hal
Burrows heads to
China seeking a cure
for the incurable.

SUNDAY: Hal arrives
to see a doctor who
specializes in stem cell
treatment.

TODAY: Hal
receives treatment
in China and hopes for
the best.

Please see IRAQ, Page 5A

The China Effect

China’s rise affects us in countless ways. The Post and Courier examines
this trend and what it means for you.

stronger now, he says; he didn’t
have hope before he came to China;
he’s touching the technology that
will change so many lives; he’s just
so darn excited. “I can’t believe I’m
in a hospital room, in China, getting stem cells!”

Hal is a ham, and he knows he’s
laying it on thick for the cameras,
but why not? Look at what happened to Dave Aldrich.
Dave is in a room down the hall.

BY JESSICA JOHNSON

Please see REALITY, Page 6AA

Today’s outlook
Sunny, partly cloudy.
High 84. Low 61.
Complete 5-day
forecast, 8B.

The Post and Courier

Backyard barbecues, picnics in the park
and the three-day weekend often obscure
the true meaning of
Memorial Day.
How the day became
a holiday is equally
equivocal.
As with many holidays, historians attribute its origins to ◗ Memorial
small groups of people Day events. 5A
celebrating on their
◗ Tips for
own.
Women in the South safe holiday
decorated soldiers’ grilling. 7B
graves. And liberated slaves celebrated in
Hampton Park right here in Charleston.
According to a College of Charleston history professor, Hampton Park was once a
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ormally, stories about someone
else’s illness or operation rank
very low on the list of things you want
to hear about. However, unlike Sekou
Sundiata, most people are not poet/solo
performance artists and multiple Fellowship winners. Sundiata’s one-man
theater piece, “blessing the boats,”
chronicles his kidney failure, dialysis
treatment and eventual organ transplant (after a wait of a year and a half).

Joshua
Rosenblum
OVERVIEW CRITIC
Sometimes his monologue is laughout-loud funny (realizing that doctors
use “trial and error” to find the right

blood pressure medication, Sundiata
concludes that “this is why they call it
‘medical practice’ ”). At other times his
descriptions are unsparingly bleak, as
when he describes the ghastly dialysis
center or his early experiences as a heroin addict. Yet Sundiata never descends
into self-pity, and his ultimate message
is an uplifting one.
Please see SPOLETO, Page 3AA

Spoleto Today
◗ Batsheva Dance Company performs
again for Spoleto audiences. 1AA
◗ Tea room raises cash for charities. 3AA
◗ Westminster Women’s Choir performs
today at St. Stephen’s Episcopal. 1AA

Go to Spoletotoday.com, your
all-access pass to both festivals. It has
blogs, videos, audio clips and a podcast.
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Reality
check
REALITY From Page 1A
He’s 49 years old, from Delray Beach,
Fla., and also has a spinal cord injury.
Five years ago, Dave fell head-first off
a boat anchored in shallow water. He
woke up from a coma a few days later
paralyzed from the chest down. When
he arrived in China, Dave could barely
move his legs, and his vision was so
blurry he couldn’t read or watch TV.
Doctors injected stem cells four times
into his lower back and twice into his
blood stream through an IV drip. By
the third injection, Dave’s legs were
stronger, but what amazed Hal and
others on the floor was what happened
to Dave’s vision, how one day Dave’s
brother handed him an e-mail from a
well-wisher back home, and for the first
time in years, Dave could read a letter.
Besides Dave, Hal also talks often
with another patient with a damaged
spinal cord, Gabi Razvan from Romania. Gabi tells him he has more feeling
in his fingers since his injections and
more control over his bladder. Hal says
his bladder control is better, too, and
what a difference that makes.
Hal talks to patients who say they’re
getting their sexual functions back,
feeling their feet for the first time in
years and regaining balance lost because of nerve damage. Other patients
say they haven’t felt any effects yet, but
they’re hopeful the stem cells will take
hold soon. Hal extends his stay in Shenzhen for another month and signs up
for four more injections.
When he flies home to Charleston in
September, he’s already thinking about
his next trip back.

ALAN HAWES/STAFF

Hal Burrows becomes disillusioned when the surgery he expects to get in China is canceled because doctors say they’re not satisfied that it’s safe. Instead, he
gets more stem cell injections into his spine. But he doesn’t get the kind of results he got during his first visit to China last summer.
magazine named him one of “America’s
best scientists.” Young spends roughly
four hours a day on the Internet counseling spinal cord patients. In one Internet forum, he warns patients about
scams where doctors advertise experimental treatments. He cites a group in
Tijuana, Mexico, that uses shark embryos to treat spinal cord injuries.
When it comes to stem cell injections, he writes: “I do not want to cast
doubt on the reports of people who are
returning from Shenzhen saying that
they have improved as a result of the
therapy. I accept their claims that they
are improving but I don’t understand
the mechanism … My advice to people
is to wait.”

Chapter 2: Back in Charleston
In Charleston, Hal falls into a funk.
He misses the adrenaline rush of traveling to China, the smells of the roadside
vendors and the energy of the markets.
His wife, Debbie, worries that he’s losing ground and helps him book a flight
back to China for a second series of
injections. With money he saved from
the sale of a home he once had on Folly
Beach, he wires another $13,000 to
Beike Biotechnologies Inc., the Chinese
company that does the injections.
A few days before he sets off, he has an
appointment with Dr. Steve Takacs, a
respected neurosurgeon at the Medical
University of South Carolina. Takacs
is excited about Hal’s next trip. He’s
enthusiastic about the potential of stem
cells. He says that when it comes to
new medical treatments, societies often
move more slowly than individuals; after all, governments can afford to wait
and see if a treatment or drug works,
but sick people often don’t have that
luxury. Who knows? If he were in Hal’s
shoes, he might head to China, too.
But Takacs also wonders how doctors
will control the stem cells. He gives Hal
a scare. He tells him that certain stem
cells can create tumors. That’s news to
Hal. No one in China ever mentioned
tumors.
Still, Takacs’ warning is just a speed
bump. Hal’s headed to China no matter
what. And this time, he’s getting stem
cells — and surgery.
Surgery? Instead of injecting stem
cells into his spinal cord, surgeons will
operate on his neck and place stem cells
directly on his old injury. He says he’ll
be one of the first foreign patients to
get this procedure. A few days before
he leaves, he says, “Yeah, I know I’m a
guinea pig.”
He boards his plane in Charleston the
morning of Feb. 8 and flies to Chicago.
From there, it’s over the North Pole to
China, a 15-hour flight. He lands just
before the 2007 Lunar New Year holiday, which lasts for two weeks and shuts
down much of the country. This is the
year of the boar, and according to the
Chinese zodiac, people born under this
sign are single-minded about pursuing
their goals. They tend to see things in
black and white. Retreat? Not an op-

Chapter 4: Back to China
ALAN HAWES/STAFF

Hal Burrows waits for doctors to give him his 11th stem cell injection.
tion for “boar” people. Hal was born in
1959, another year of the boar.
●●●

Soon after he arrives, he gets bad
news.
Doctors tell him they tried the surgery on another patient, but the patient
didn’t fare well. They’re canceling Hal’s
surgery. They need to perfect the procedure. Hal protests. He flew all the
way to China for this surgery, he says.
The doctors apologize and encourage
him to get more injections, maybe after
the New Year. At night, as he waits,
Hal peers out his window as fireworks
splash light and smoke across the city.

Chapter 3: Hope and doubts
A few miles away from the hospital
in Shenzhen, inside a special air-tight
room, a technician with Beike Biotechnologies places a new batch of stem cells
under a microscope, making sure the
cells are healthy and uncontaminated.
Dr. Sean Hu, chairman of Beike
Biotechnologies, watches the technician through tall plate-glass windows.
His cell phone rings over and over.
He ignores it. Hu’s lab makes about
3,000 to 4,000 batches of stem cells a
year. Someday soon, he might need
to make even more. His company is
expanding across China and studying sites in Europe. Patients from all
over the world are e-mailing for more
information and to schedule injections.
Because of this demand, he’s been able
to charge patients more money — as
much as $20,000 for a series of injections — nearly twice as much as when
he started. Reporters are taking notice
of his company’s success, and all this

attention is starting to give Hu some
headaches.
Take that story in Business Week with
the headline “Stem-Cell Refugees.” It
describes how a factory worker from
Illinois travels to China for stem cells
and regains his ability to sweat, among
other improvements. The article also
says Chinese doctors are “more adventurous than Western doctors in treating
patients with stem cells” and quotes
researchers in North America saying
that patients should wait until scientists
do more clinical trials with humans.
A Chinese newspaper translates a sentence from the story, and Hu says it
casts his company’s work in a negative
light, something the Chinese government doesn’t appreciate. He spends
hours reassuring government officials
about what he’s doing. “Sometimes, it’s
not easy being a boss,” he sighs.
No doubt Hu’s taking a gamble. By
charging foreign patients thousands
of dollars for treatments and physical
therapy, he’s raising more money than
he would by treating domestic patients
— money he needs to expand his company. He also is banking that treating
foreign patients will give his company
more credibility in international medical circles.
But he’s doing this all now under the
spotlight of the Internet. Many of his
patients are setting up Web sites and
blogs about their experiences. This
means that his company’s successes or
failures are just a Google-search away.
It means that anyone can weigh in on
what’s happening. Some noted doctors
are doing just that.
Such as Dr. Wise Young, a neurosurgeon at Rutgers who discovered a drug
used to treat spinal cord injuries. Time

Today, Hal gets his 11th injection.
Like every other day this week, a
blanket of smog has turned Shenzhen’s
sky dark. It fits Hal’s mood. He’s grown
skeptical about stem cells. He wonders
whether patients are improving because
they’re also receiving acupuncture
treatments and doing physical therapy.
Hal refuses to do physical therapy,
thinking, if I get any improvements, I
want to make sure it was the stem cells.
Hal still jokes with the nurses as they
wheel him down a hall to the treatment
rooms, but their faces show they’re
growing weary of his antics.
This afternoon, while Hal waits for
his stem cells, a doctor tries to inject
stem cells into Donny Wayne Lewing.
Donny Wayne, 43, is from a small
town in Louisiana. His spine was
crushed in a motorcycle accident in
1988. In 2005, he traveled to a Beijing
stem cell treatment center unaffiliated
with Beike. He saw minor improvements after those injections but contracted spinal meningitis, a potentially
deadly infection. He recovered and decided to try Beike, shelling out $20,000
for four stem cell injections into his
spine and one intravenous transfusion.
“Hey, desperate people do desperate
things,” he said cheerfully one night
before the injection. “I didn’t want to be
80 years old and never say I tried.”
But today doctors have trouble injecting the stem cells into his mangled
spine. Later, they propose injecting
stem cells through his skull. “Hell no,”
Donny Wayne tells them. Let’s try
again, a little lower in the spine, they
say, and this time they successfully
pump in the stem cells. Months later, he
says he hasn’t felt any improvements.
●●●

It’s Hal’s turn next.
They wheel him into a room in the
corner of the hospital. Below, children
are playing basketball and soccer on a
school field. Hal is wearing a blue Tshirt with “Charleston, South Carolina”
written in white. He curls into a fetal
position, as a nurse dabs his back with
a disinfectant. A doctor inserts the
needle, and the stem cells flow into his
back.
Hal gets four more injections during
the next two months.
He sees no improvements whatsoever.
●●●

TYRONE WALKER/STAFF

Hal Burrows leaves Charleston International Airport after returning home April 21.
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As Hal waits to return home, the
worldwide debate over stem cells heats
up. California, Massachusetts and other
states are proposing or funding billiondollar research programs into stem
cells, fed up with what they say is a lack
of leadership from the Bush administration. The New York Times runs a
story about how sports doctors think
stem cells could help athletes with
career-ending injuries grow new knee
ligaments and elbow tendons. A few
days before Hal’s return trip to Charles-

Beijing
S. KOREA
CHINA
Shanghai
Shenzhen

JAPAN

Taiwan

Hong Kong

VIETNAM

On the Web
Go to www.charleston.net/
special_reports for
other China Effect stories
and slide shows and a
blog, “On Assignment,”
for a discussion about
The Post and Courier’s
series. http://post
Beijing
scripts.typepad.com/on_assignment

Web
C H I Npoll
A

S. KOREA
Shanghai

JAPAN

Readers on www.charleston.net were
asked “Do you support the public fundShenzhen
ing of embryonic Taiwan
stem cell research?”
The following answers were registered
as of 12 a.m. this morning:
YES:
213 votes, 62 percent
VIETNAM
NO: 129 votes, 37 percent
TOTAL VOTES: 342
Web polls are unscientific surveys
of reader opinions.

ton, the Journal of the American Medical Association reports how Brazilian
and U.S. researchers used stem cell
injections to help 14 young diabetics reduce or stop taking their insulin shots.
The study’s results don’t surprise people
at Beike. They’ve been treating diabetics for more than two years.
As Hal prepares to leave, U.S. senators
pass a bill to ease restrictions on stem
cell research. With the president threatening a veto, Orrin Hatch, a Republican
senator from Utah, takes the Senate
floor and says that when he thinks
about stem cells, “I imagine diabetics without insulin pumps. I imagine
patients with Parkinson’s disease who
sprint rather than shuffle. I conceive of
patients with spinal cord disease or injuries who stand up and walk again.”

Chapter 5: Lost in China
Hal flies home in late April.
He’s overstayed his visa, and Chinese
immigration officials tell him to fork
over a $700 fine if he wants to leave the
country. His luggage gets lost on the
plane transfer from Beijing to Chicago.
He misses his flight from Chicago
to Charleston, and arrives the next
morning frazzled, in the same blue
Charleston T-shirt he wore during his
injections.
Debbie, his wife, meets him at the elevator in the airport.
“I missed you so much,” he tells her. “I
feel like a wreck.”
Hope propelled him to China twice,
but hope took him only so far. He’s still
waiting for that miracle cure, and he’s
confident he’s closer to finding it than
ever. He might even go back to Shenzhen someday. Or maybe Thailand,
or some other place where doctors are
treating patients with stem cells. “I still
think stem cells are the future. But I’m
going to wait a couple years.” He wheels
toward the luggage counter to report
that his bags are still somewhere in
China.
Reach Tony Bartelme at 937-5554
or tbartelme@postandcourier.com.

Sports, 1C
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NFL draft

Exposing
a liar

Bucs pick up Clemson’s Gaines Adams
Vikings grab Gamecocks’ Sidney Rice

Next generation
of lie detection in works
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Gun sale loopholes stir fears

Briefly
Al-Qaida plot mirrors
Sept. 11 terror attacks
New details of a purported plot describe how some 170 attackers trained
as pilots would carry out suicide attacks on the oil refineries that drive the
economy of Saudi Arabia. 1AA

Event to offer wine,
discount Spoleto tickets
Guests may sample wine from vineyards near Spoleto, Italy, and buy discount tickets to some Spoleto Festival
USA events at the upcoming Taste of
Spoleto. 1H

Large retailers in U.S.
get more eco-friendly
As concerns about the effects of
global warming escalate, some of the
country’s largest merchants are offering more items such as organic foods
and compact, energy-saving fluorescent
light bulbs. 1E

Ashes of Star Trek’s
Scotty travel to space
Actor James Doohan’s remains along
with those of about 200 others were
launched from New Mexico into suborbital space aboard a rocket. 2A

Background check might not show person was judged mentally ill
BY GLENN SMITH
The Post and Courier

Michael Bailey was shot, arrested and
deemed psychotic after threatening to
kill two Charleston police officers with
a knife. Too mentally ill to stand trial, he
was committed to a psychiatric hospital
for treatment.
But Bailey probably could still buy a pistol in any number of gun shops in South

Carolina.
Federal law bans handgun sales to
people judged mentally ill, but South
Carolina is among some 28 states that
don’t share mental health records with
the FBI database used to screen gun buyers. What’s more, a change in state court
procedures has made it easier for some
mentally ill suspects to wipe criminal
charges from their records and circumvent laws designed to keep guns out of

their hands, authorities said.
Some worry that these loopholes could
have deadly consequences and further
undermine the nation’s system for conducting background checks on would-be
gun purchasers.
That system has come under increased
scrutiny in the wake of the Virginia Tech
massacre, in which a mentally unhinged
student killed 32 people before taking his
own life. Some in Congress are pushing

The American dream,

Made in China

for reforms that would require state and
federal agencies to provide updated mental health records to the National Instant
Background Check System to prevent
similar tragedies. During the Democratic
presidential debate Thursday in Orangeburg, several candidates discussed the
need to examine mental health histories
as part of the gun sale process.
Please see GUNS, Page 8A

Meet
the new
district
boss
She might surf, but she’s
not too cool for school
BY DIETTE COURRÉGÉ
The Post and Courier

Coming This Week
On Monday

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ALAN HAWES/STAFF

Driving schools gear up to meet soaring
demand for teachers. Business Review

Employees of lighting manufacturer Quoizel, located in Shenzhen, China, work in the plant’s painting area.
The company’s headquarters are located in Goose Creek.

Living with cancer: Some regimens can
manage disease, even if it’s incurable.
Your Health

China’s rise has cost South Carolina jobs
but it’s also saving consumers money

Today’s outlook
Sunny and nice.
High 84. Low 51.
Complete 5-day
forecast, 10B

BY TONY BARTELME
The Post and Courier

The China Effect
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SHENZHEN, CHINA — Quoizel’s light
factory is off a six-lane road that’s as
straight as a steel girder, past giant new
buildings clad in bamboo scaffolding.
The sky is gray because a smothering
China is poised to become the world’s economic superpower and its
blanket of smog blots out the mid-af- rise affects us in countless ways. Today and in upcoming reports,
ternoon sun, though the entrance to the The Post and Courier examines this trend and what it means for you.
factory stands out, with guards in formal
military-style uniforms saluting visitors
as they pass through an ornate gate.
Tony Wu, manager of the Quoizel factory, introduces himself and says he’s from
a family of factory owners from Taiwan.
He’s a confident, tough man in his 40s
with strong opinions about the environment (“The government knows about the
smog and is doing something about it”)
and Taiwan’s uneasy relationship with the
mainland (“They will never fight; we all
have yellow skin”).
Tony says the factory has about 400
workers and could use more. It’s a plain
but tidy place with lamp parts stacked
in piles. In some rooms, workers wear
earplugs or masks as they bend steel and
weld pieces together in flashes of sparks.
In other rooms, workers move cardboard boxes bearing the company logo
and headquarters address, “6 Corporate
Parkway, Goose Creek, SC.”
The Luohu District in Shenzhen reflects the manufacturing
Please see CHINA, Page 6A
prosperity occurring throughout China.
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She surfs year-round on waves from
Costa Rica to the Folly Beach Washout.
She can skateboard on a half-pipe. She
plays on two tennis teams.
Charleston County, meet the school
district’s next superintendent, Nancy
McGinley.
Sports are the way she relaxes. Her
passion is her work.
She’s been a part
of the school district since April
2004, when outgoing Superintendent
Maria GoodloeJohnson hired her
to be second in
command.
The board accepted GoodloeJohnson’s resigna- McGinley
tion last week and
offered McGinley a four-year contract
to be the superintendent.
As chief academic officer, McGinley
has been responsible for the district’s
11 academic departments and the five
associate superintendents who manage
the district’s 80 principals.
She’s always wanted to run a large
school district, and this is her chance.

Growing up
Born in Philadelphia, the 52-year-old
McGinley comes from a tight-knit family that valued education. Her father
was an elementary school principal and
head of a principals’ union. Her mother
stayed home with McGinley and her
seven younger siblings.
She often spent nights and weekends
watching her father work at school. It
was after the civil rights movement,
and her father thought public education
was the most powerful ladder to enable children to succeed. He dedicated
endless hours to his students and the
community.
Her father’s actions and beliefs indelibly shaped her, and McGinley was the
first of her siblings to get a job in education. Four of her brothers and sisters
followed suit, working as superintendents, principals and teachers.
“She always had the role in the family
as the leader,” her father said.
In high school, her drive led her to
enroll in advanced classes and serve as
vice president of her senior class. She
was captain of the basketball team and
Please see MCGINLEY, Page 8A
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Quoizel employees form lighting-fixture parts in a factory in Shenzhen, China, that will be shipped to the company’s U.S. warehouses, including its headquarters in Goose
Creek. Factory employees in China live in dormitories next to the facility.

China’s boom also puts S.C. to work
CHINA From Page 1A
As Tony shows off one room after
another, he answers questions about
wages and working conditions without
hesitation; but at one point he turns and
asks, “Why go to a factory in China? You
have a lot of manufacturing in the United
States.”
But this factory is part of China’s manufacturing boom, which has caused a
global wave of change.
In less than 30 years, the Shenzhen
region in southern China has become
the world’s biggest manufacturing center, capturing countless jobs once held
by workers in America, Europe, Japan
and other countries with more mature
economies. New manufacturing centers
are going up elsewhere in China, all part
of an economic surge that experts say
will make China the world’s dominant
economic power by the middle of this
century.
China’s rise already triggered one of the
greatest migrations in human history,
with as many as 300 million people in
the country’s interior moving to Shenzhen and other industrial centers along
the coast. It led to the construction of
massive new cities with sparkling skyscraper skylines. It has rearranged the
world’s economy.
Because of this shift, more than 8,200
people in South Carolina lost jobs making textiles, electronics, chemical solutions and other items between 2000 and
2003, a federal study found. At the same
time, China’s rise saved people money
by lowering or holding down prices on
things like televisions and T-shirts.
Gary Hufbauer, a senior fellow at the
Institute for International Economics in
Washington, calculated that the typical
American household saves $500 a year
through the steady or decreased prices
coming from China.
China’s effects on American consumers are “as tangible as the change in one’s
pocket,” Ted Fishman, a former commodities trader, wrote in his recent book,
“China Inc.”
China’s boom hasn’t been all bad news
for workers in South Carolina. While
more than 8,000 lost their jobs a few years
ago, Haier, a Chinese appliance manufacturer, said last year it would hire 1,000
people to build refrigerators at a new factory in Camden.
Last year, South Carolina businesses exported a record $870 million in goods to
China. Trade with China generates jobs

CHINA

Beijing
S. KOREA
Shanghai

JAPAN

Hong Kong

Taiwan
Hainan
VIETNAM

Dongguan

Shenzhen

Hong Kong

During a recent visit to China, Quoizel’s chairman of the board, Ira Phillips, inspects lighting parts at the company’s
office in Dongguan. Phillips says the company wouldn’t have survived had it not moved its assembly operations.
for Charleston’s truckers and port workers. In 2006, roughly one of every 10 containers that passed through Charleston’s
docks came from Hong Kong and China,
more than 198,000 in all.
What’s happening in China isn’t a simple
story of one country’s gain and another’s
loss; it’s about an unprecedented cultural
and economic shift that is remaking the
world’s economy and environment.
Some South Carolina businesses understood this shift early on and adjusted
their lives. Quoizel, pronounced “Kwoyzell,” is a good example. But even those
who benefit from China’s rise still view
what’s happening with a mixture of anxiety and awe.

‘To get rich is glorious’
Quoizel’s factory is one of more than
120,000 factories in Shenzhen, a place
that’s probably not on the tip of many
Americans’ tongues, though it may be
soon enough.
Thirty years ago, Shenzhen was a mere
fishing village of about 75,000 people on
the Pearl River Delta, located on the border of bustling Hong Kong. Now, Shen-

zhen (pronounced “Shen-jen”) is home to
roughly 12 million people, a higher population than in the city of New York.
Shenzhen was an experiment. In 1978,
Deng Xiaoping assumed leadership of a
country bursting with more than 1 billion people, 300 million of whom lived in
abject poverty. Conditions in rural areas
were especially dire; many people lived
on less than a dollar a day.
With unusual speed, Deng reversed Mao
Zedong’s stifling social and economic
policies, famously saying: “To get rich is
glorious.” Deng’s government set aside
a large area around Shenzhen as a special economic zone. The idea was to take
advantage of Hong Kong’s freewheeling
capitalist know-how, and a steady pace of
foreign investors soon marched in.
What happened to Hong Kong during
this time is informative. Under British
rule, Hong Kong grew into a manufacturing powerhouse and the “Made in Hong
Kong” label became a symbol of Asia’s economic awakening. But by 1997, when the
British handed Hong Kong over to China,
90 percent of Hong Kong’s factories had
moved to Shenzhen and other parts of

Asia. Hong Kong’s factory workers survived this shift by becoming accountants,
paralegals and brokers — helping businesses in the United States and elsewhere
move to mainland China.
Today, Hong Kong remains a thriving skyscraper city, though Shenzhen is
building a skyline to match, with towers
that would impress even the most snobbish New Yorker.
Shenzhen’s tallest building is 10 feet
higher than the Empire State Building.
The city’s downtown streets are filled
with buses, BMWs and Buicks — made
in China, of course — not the rivers of
bicycles so often seen just a few years
ago. Shoppers dress in the latest fashions,
chattering away on the latest model cell
phones, swarming through Shenzhen’s
malls, which look like American malls,
except with more people, more lights, and
more music and noise.
Shenzhen’s caffeinated brand of capitalism is a powerful draw to young Chinese
who dream of better jobs and homes and
money to spend at the city’s sparkling new
stores — the American dream, made in
China.

Away from the skyscrapers are the factories. They stretch for miles, but it’s difficult to actually see how far because the
smog blocks your view. Most of the smog
comes from China’s many coal-fired
power plants,Beijing
which supply electricity to
the factories. Sometimes
is so thick
JAPAN
S. KOREAthe air
you can feel it on your skin.
CScientists
H I N A call itShanghai
the “Asian Brown Haze”
and say this toxic cloud has left one in
three Chinese children with dangerously
high levels of leadTaiwan
in their blood. The cloud
stretches for hundreds of miles and disrupts
Hainanpatterns throughout the continent.
rainfall
Dongguan
Sometimes
jet streams across the PaVIETNAM it rides
cific and lands in Seattle or Santa Barbara,
another thing made in China.

From Charleston to Dongguan

Shenzhen
About an hour from Shenzhen is
Dongguan, a city of 6 million or so and
another manufacturing and business hot
Hong Kong
spot.
Quoizel’s China headquarters is on a
corner of a wide, busy street. Nearby is a
sneaker manufacturing research center, a
spectacular new museum, a private hospital the size of an airport terminal and
a six-story library that’s open 24 hours
a day. Quoizel’s offices are spacious and
well-appointed with handsome wooden
cubicles enclosing computer work stations with flat screen monitors.
On a recent Saturday morning, fresh
from a brutal 15-hour flight, a group of
Quoizel executives from Charleston walk
into the office, greeting workers with hugs
and smiles. “They spoil us,” said Tim
Please see CHINA, Page 7A

THE CHINA EFFEC T
Examples are everywhere

Manhole covers

Construction

Smog

Soybeans

Harry Potter

Stocks

China’s demand for metals
created a shortage, driving up
international prices. One result:
Thieves across the world began
stealing manhole covers
and selling them for scrap.

Between now and 2015,
more than half the world’s
construction is expected
to take place in China.

In some cities, it’s four times
worse than air in Los Angeles
or New York and so widespread
that it’s modifying rainfall
patterns in Asia and polluting
the American West Coast.

China’s growing appetite
for meat is triggering a boom
in demand for cattlefeed,
driving up prices for
corn and soybeans
for American farmers.

Within two weeks of its release,
fake copies of ‘Harry Potter and
the Half-Blood Prince’ flooded
China’s cities. Officials estimate
these and other Chinese
knockoffs cost legitimate
businesses $50 billion a year.

On Feb. 27, Chinese stocks
slid 9 percent, causing
a global selloff. The next day,
the Dow lost 416 points.

– Sources: China Inc., The Associated Press, The New York Times
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One of Quoizel’s 400-plus Shenzhen, China, factory workers stacks mirror frames.

Fork-lift operator Gary Cabbage enters data into a computer at Quoizel’s warehouse and
distribution center in Goose Creek.

Quoizel’s revenues have doubled since the mid-’90s
CHINA From Page 6A
Hensch, Quoizel’s vice president of operations. “They’re very bright and computer
literate; they’re all learning English.”
Ann Zhang is one of 28 office employees.
Like most in the office, she lives in a new
high-rise apartment building a few miles
away that’s not too different than what you
might see in Fort Lauderdale, Fla., minus
the beach. Quoizel pays the rent for most
of the workers. Ann liked the apartment
so much that she bought one three years
ago for about $44,000. Its value has since
risen 50 percent, she says.
Jasper Zhao, another employee, says he
and his colleagues ride the bus to work
and that the company covers his meals.
He writes the English installation instructions for the company’s lamps. “If you have
experience, it’s easy to get a job,” he said,
later adding that someday he’d like to have
“a house, a car and two children.”
With Hensch this morning is Ira Phillips, the company’s chairman of the board.
Phillips is a bundle of New York energy, a
high school dropout whose business tactics
have been studied at Ivy League schools.
“We’ve got a loyal work force here in China
and we have a loyal workforce in South
Carolina,” he said. “We try to have a family culture. And the attitude you see here
is the same as you’ll see in Charleston. We
know their families, we have scholarship
programs for their children; we believe in
sharing the wealth.”
Phillips joined the company in 1964
with a bold pitch to the company’s owners: Make him director and he would
double their meager $250,000 in sales.
He made good on his vow and by 1986
had bought out the entire company. Back
then, Quoizel had a cumbersome three
building complex in New York. The company decided to consolidate its operations
in the South.
Charmed by Charleston and lured by
South Carolina’s industry tax breaks,
Quoizel bought 63 acres in Goose Creek
and built a $10 million plant. Quoizel
flew its New York workers to Charleston, set them up with real estate agents
and pleaded with them to stay, tossing
in a free washer and dryer if they did. All
told, they moved 125 families and Phillips found himself lauded in “Business
Week” for the humane way he relocated
his workforce.
At around the same time, the company
began to buy more lighting parts in Taiwan, which they imported through the
Port of Charleston and assembled in
Goose Creek.
That all changed in 1992 when Deng
visited the Shenzhen region and urged
its leaders to “move more boldly” toward
capitalism. With this green light, many
Taiwanese manufacturers moved their
operations to Shenzhen and other areas
of China. Because of Quoizel’s existing
relationships with these Taiwanese factory owners, the company found it easy to
jump to mainland China with them.
By now, Phillips and other Quoizel
leaders felt the company’s survival was
at stake. If they kept their manufacturing plant in the United States, rivals with
factories in China would price them out
of the market. Not long after their move
to Charleston, Quoizel’s leaders decided
to do most of their manufacturing and
assembling in China and use the new factory and warehouse in South Carolina for
storage and distribution.
In Goose Creek, they retrained more
than half of their workers: An employee
who specialized in repairing Tiffanystyle lamps became a photographer and
a woman who assembled lamps became
an accountant. The company’s sales grew,
and some competitors who failed to move
to China folded.
Today, Quoizel has roughly the same
number of employees in the United
States as it did before it moved its factory overseas. Its revenues have doubled,
from about $50 million in the mid-’90s
to nearly $100 million today.

Inside the factory
The company’s factory in Shenzhen is
about an hour from its office in Dongguan. It’s a simple plant where workers
CYAN-AOOO MAGENTA-OAOO YELLOW-OOAO BLACK
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China’s rise as a dominant economic power is leading millions of workers in search of factory jobs to migrate from the country’s interior to manufacturing
cities. Many find work at large job fairs like this one in Dongguan, where Quoizel’s China office is located.

About these stories
The Post and Courier recently dispatched reporter
Tony Bartelme and photographer Alan Hawes to China
to report on several topics that affect our readers. Look
for these stories in future editions:
◗ A look at China’s master counterfeiters and how that
affects local businesses and artists.
◗ How China’s pollution affects us.

◗ How Hong Kong squeezes containers through its port On the Web
and the lessons this holds for South Carolina.
For special slide shows, go to Web Extras at
◗ A pilot program in Hong Kong to scan 100 percent of
charleston.net, or check out the blog, “On Assignment,”
its containers for weapons of mass destruction and why for additional reports from the trip:
some people in the United States don’t like this concept. http://postscripts.typepad.com/on_assignment
◗ A local resident’s trip to China to receive a controversial
medical treatment.

Back in South Carolina

A Quoizel worker places painted knobs on posts for drying at the Shenzhen, China, plant.
make many of the parts by hand. The
air is stale, but that’s mainly because the
windows are open for ventilation and that
lets in the smog. You don’t see children
working or piles of trash.
As Tony, the factory manager, walks
from room to room, he sounds like an
American boss, talking about how the
government has new work rules: 8 hours
a day, time-and-a-half for overtime and
three times pay if it’s a holiday.

The workers are housed in apartments
next door to the plant. A typical worker
makes about $115 a month, though that
pay is a little misleading considering a
dollar may buy four or five times as much
in China than in the U.S. Tony says it’s
getting more difficult to find workers because so many new factories are opening
in China’s interior.
“I think the Chinese are good workers,” he said, comparing them with some

in other parts in the world who he says
complain too much and are prone to fits
of anger. “Here they work hard, they train
easily and they follow instructions.” He
wonders out loud whether it would be
a good career move to work for Home
Depot or some other big company. “But
they are too cold and serious. They always
wear poker faces when you talk to them.
And here they talk to people like they are
human beings,” he said.

Eight thousand miles away in Goose
Creek, the company’s president, Rick Seidman, tools around the warehouse in a golf
cart, pointing machinery out along a wall.
“This was the paint line,” he said, referring to equipment that gave lights a
finished coating.
Seidman is 40, smart and, with his
eager, rapid-fire New York accent, talks
like someone competing for a job as
Donald Trump’s “The Apprentice.” He
says he’s seen factories in China with terrible working conditions, places where he
says he would never do business. Others
treat their workers well. Sometimes, Seidman brings buyers to Charleston. Other
times, he takes them to China and puts
them on tour buses to visit the Great Wall
and Shanghai.
He travels to China several times a
year and each time he goes, it’s as
though he’s missed 10 minutes of a movie.
Five years ago, bicycles were everywhere.
On later trips, the bicycles were gone, replaced by scooters. Now, he sees more and
more cars. Paved roads have replaced dirt
roads and fancy hotels are springing up
across the region. The sheer energy in
China is both exhilarating and discomforting.
“If we didn’t go to China, we would be
out of business now,” Seidman said, but
when he comes back to the United States,
“I do have a shallow feeling.” He doesn’t
necessarily fear China’s rise; indeed, he’s
profited from it. Still ...
“What’s happening there is something
unlike the world has ever seen, and I
do wonder about it,” he said. “I have two
children, and I know that in 20 years
China will be the biggest economic power
in the world. And I don’t know what that
means.”
Reach Tony Bartelme at 937-5554 or
tbartelme@postandcourier.com.

Paris going to jail
People, 2A

Plus,
celebrity
meltdowns
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Hong Kong’s terminals aren’t much larger than Charleston’s
but handle eight times as many containers. Here are
some lessons learned from Hong Kong’s efficiency.

PHOTO PROVIDED BY PATRICK HICKEY

Patrick Hickey (left) and fellow
Everest climber Paul Adler

The big squeeze

S.C. nurse takes
on Everest challenge

Project will put
names with faces
BY BRIAN HICKS

If 51-year-old Patrick Hickey reaches
the top of Mount Everest, he will be
one of only 100 people in the world,
and the only nurse, to have reached
the tops of the Seven Summits. This
assistant professor of nursing at the
University of South Carolina got his
first taste of Everest. 1B

The Post and Courier

‘Dancing General’ steps
through shining career
Retired Army Brig.
Gen. Hugh Tant
III was in charge of
helping Iraq transition from “Saddam”
currency to new
Iraqi notes. Now, he
chairs Mount
Pleasant’s War Memorial Study Committee, guiding the effort to build
a $12 million park. All along, he’s
shown an affinity for dancing. 1F
KIN CHEUNG/AP

Shipping containers are stacked like blocks at a port in Hong Kong last year. Hong Kong employs high
technology, operates around the clock and stacks containers higher to get the most out of its port acreage.

Coming Sunday
The season for hot summer films is
upon us and moviegoers can expect
to find some potential blockbusters,
many of them sequels. Get a rundown
on what’s showing this summer.
Arts & Travel

Coming Monday
Get the back story on sunscreens to
help you make smart choices before
heading outside for summer fun. Also,
find some warning signs for skin cancer
that could save your life. Your Health

Today’s outlook
Stormy and cool.
High 77. Low 63.
Complete 5-day
forecast, 14B.
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BY TONY BARTELME

HONG KONG — It appears through
the morning mist, one of the world’s
busiest ports, the Kwai Chung container terminal complex. You see the
giant cranes first, 90 in all, standing
side by side like sentries, waiting to
load and unload hundreds of billions
of dollars in cargo, much of it destined
for Charleston and other points in the
United States.
Then, through the long, steel legs of
the cranes, you see rows and rows of
multicolored containers stacked high
and tight like bricks. All around are
the skyscrapers of Hong Kong, one of
the most densely populated places on
earth. It’s a surreal place of metal, concrete and water — one that some say
offers important lessons for American
ports.
Last year, Kwai Chung’s nine terminals handled the equivalent of 16
million 20-foot shipping containers. If you lined all these boxes end
to end, you could wrap them around
the world 2½ times.
Because this is hilly, high-rise
Hong Kong, where land is scarce and
pricey, the companies that run the
terminals squeezed these 16 million
boxes through a port footprint that’s
just 679 acres, or 23,000 containers
per acre.
In shipping circles, “containers per
acre” is known as “throughput,” and
Please see PORT, Page 9A
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Building up instead of out

The Post and Courier

Hong Kong squeezes eight times as many containers
through its terminals as Charleston, even though their
geographic footprints aren’t much different in size.

Homeless vet
couldn’t shake
cloud of gloom

Containers (TEUS*) per acre
Hong Kong: 23,000
Charleston: 4,300

BY PRENTISS FINDLAY

Port size (acres)

The Post and Courier

Hong Kong: 679
Charleston: 456

Albert Burgess repeatedly tried to help
his younger brother.
He prayed over him, cried in his face
and took him to the grave of their grandmother who raised them to ask for guidance. All he knew
for sure was that
his brother was in
misery.
“I said, ‘Brother,
you got to let it go.
It’s going to k ill
you,’ ” Burgess said.
“I don’t know what
it was, but he just
couldn’t let it go.”
Clarence Burgess’ C. Burgess
struggle ended last
week. The alcoholic, homeless Army veteran was found dead April 26 in a U-Haul
trailer in Charleston. An autopsy showed
he died of natural causes.
Life had taken its toll on Clarence Burgess. He no longer was the person his
brother knew long ago, the one who saved

Cargo handled (TEUS)
Hong Kong: 16,000,000
Charleston: 1,970,000
SOURCE: SC STATE PORTS AUTHORITY,
PORT OF HONG KONG
KEN HAWKINS/STAFF

Hong Kong’s
port is much
less geographically
fragmented than
Charleston’s.
*TEUS is short for 20-foot equivalent
units, the standard measurement in
the container industry

The China Effect
China is poised to become the world’s economic superpower and its rise
affects us in countless ways. The Post and Courier examines this trend and
what it means for you.

Please see DEATH, Page 4A

Activists want personable chimp declared a person
Associated Press

Post and Courier free 24-hour news and
information service ............................. 937-6000

Please see SLAVES, Page 4A

On the Web

BY WILLIAM J. KOLE

Info line

The images are haunting, rare glimpses
into a chapter of American history that
some people would just as soon forget.
In one photograph from Magnolia Plantation, a well-dressed house slave stands
with members of the Drayton family on
the steps of the grand home. In another,
a slave child in a suit poses with Drayton
children, as though he were just another
playmate.
Magnolia Plantation has taken new,
unprecedented steps to put names to the
faces in those photographs, as well as all
the other slaves who built and maintained
the Ashley River plantations between
1676 and 1865.
Through a grant from the plantation’s
foundation, historical archaeologists are
linking the Lowcountry slave population
to the rest of the world. Next year, those
records will be available on the Internet
for people looking into their family history.
“No former slave-holding family has
ever reached out in this way,” said Toni

VIENNA, AUSTRIA — In some ways, Hiasl is like any other Viennese: He indulges
a weakness for pastry, likes to paint and
enjoys chilling out watching TV.
But he doesn’t care for coffee, and he
isn’t a person — at least not yet.
In a case that could set a global legal
precedent for granting basic rights to
apes, animal rights advocates are seeking
to get the 26-year-old male chimpanzee
legally declared a “person.”
Hiasl’s supporters argue he needs that
status to become a legal entity that can

“Our main argument is that
Hiasl is a person and has
basic legal rights.”
Eberhart Theuer, a lawyer leading
the challenge on behalf of the
Association Against Animal Factories
receive donations and get a guardian to
look out for his interests.
“Our main argument is that Hiasl is a
person and has basic legal rights,” said
Eberhart Theuer, a lawyer leading the
challenge on behalf of the Association
Against Animal Factories, a Vienna ani-

mal rights group.
“We mean the right to life, the right
to not be tortured, the right to freedom
under certain conditions,” Theuer said.
“We’re not talking about the right to vote
here.”
The campaign began after the animal
sanctuary where Hiasl (pronounced
HEE-zul) and another chimp, Rosi, have
lived for 25 years went bankrupt.
Activists want to ensure the apes don’t
wind up homeless if the shelter closes.
Both have already suffered: They were
captured as babies in Sierra Leone in 1982
Please see CHIMP, Page 4A

Hiasl
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FROM 1A

Hong Kong terminals build up instead of out
PORT From Page 1A
Asian ports such as Hong Kong,
Singapore and Shanghai are the
throughput kings.
Charleston, one of the most efficient ports in the United States,
has a footprint of about 456 acres
and a throughput of about 4,300
containers per acre.
Shippi ng ex per ts say t his
“throughput gap” has major economic and environmental implications for Charleston and other
American ports as they wrestle
with a growing crush of Asian
cargo.
This debate comes as leaders in
South Carolina and Georgia have
agreed to begin planning for a
new mega-port in Jasper County.
It’s also happening as Charleston
continues its heated battles with
Savannah and Norfolk, Va., to be
the region’s biggest container port
— a competition Charleston port
officials say they have been losing
partly because of space constraints
at the terminals.
What is Hong Kong’s secret?

CHINA

Beijing
S. KOREA
Shanghai

‘Tight job’

JAPAN

Taiwan
Hainan
VIETNAM

Dongguan

Shenzhen

Hong Kong

ALAN HAWES/STAFF

A truck hauling shipping containers in March passes over a waterway near the Port of Hong Kong.

CHINA

Beijing
S. KOREA
Shanghai

Hong Kong

Hainan
VIETNAM

JAPAN

Taiwan
Dongguan

Shenzhen

Hong Kong

such as Shanghai and Shenzhen
handle 12,000 containers per acre,
while American ports are lucky to
move 4,000.
“They’re able to move a lot more
boxes per acre basically using the
same systems, same hardware
and same equipment we have,”
Keller said in an interview after
the conference. If American ports
could increase their throughputs
to 10,000 containers per acre, “in
places like Long Beach, Calif.,
and Los Angeles, you’ve moved
your infrastructure crisis back 15
years.”
To do this, U.S. ports would have
to invest in more equipment, keep
their gates open to truckers longer
and encourage shippers to move
their containers out of ports more
quickly, Keller and other industry
leaders say. Ports aren’t the only

Implications
for Charleston
Tupper isn’t the only one talking
about the benefits of using space
more efficiently.
During a February conference on port productivity in at
the Charleston Area Convention Center, top American shipping industry executives sang the
same refrain: A tidal wave of cargo
from China, India and Indonesia is heading this way, and U.S.
ports had better become more efficient if they want to handle this
flood.
In his presentation, Peter Keller,
chief operating officer of NYK
Line, showed how Chinese ports

authority spokesman. The authority also installed a sophisticated
computer system to organize and
track cargo. In the past two year,
the agency has spent $159 million
on upgrades.
Not all these efforts were hightech. In the past, some shippers
used Charleston’s dockside terminals as de facto warehouses,
letting their containers sit on the
docks for weeks at a time. In the
shipping industry, this is known
as “dwell time.”
Now, t he p or t p e n a l i z e s
those who don’t move their containers quickly enough. “We’ve cut our
dwell time in half,” Miller said.
Because of these improvements,
“we have plenty of space in the
near term,” Miller said, though
the port’s throughput still won’t
come close to Hong Kong’s.
But Miller said any comparison
of Charleston to Hong Kong has
its limits. Ports with lots of cranes
require more workers to run them.
Because labor costs in the United
States are high, it’s often more economical in the Southeast to build
terminals with larger footprints
and less stacking, he said.
Miller and other port officials
Plenty of space
worry that if Charleston spends
In some respects, Charleston has too much money on equipment
been following the Hong Kong to increase throughput, it could
model.
price itself out of the market. In
During t he past 10 years,
the authority bought 41 “rubber-tired gantry cranes” to stack
containers higher. “We stack
empty containers seven high,
and nobody is doing that in our
region,” said Byron Miller, ports
ones that would have to change.
Labor unions have to be more
f lexible about work times and
traffic planners need to find ways
to better speed trucks in and out
of terminal complexes.
Ports across the Southeast, nonetheless, are trying to enlarge their
terminals, even as waterfront land
becomes scarce and communities
grow more concerned about the effects of large ports on traffic and
the environment.
The S.C. State Ports Authority,
for instance, once planned to build
a “Global Gateway” on 1,200 acres
it owned on Daniel Island, but after a vigorous community debate,
it settled on a more compact terminal on 280 acres at the former
Charleston Naval Base.
South Carolina and Georgia
agreed recently to work together
on a new terminal on 1,800 acres
in Jasper County. But, Keller said,
“Jasper County is probably a long
way away from happening. So
when you look at everything out
there, there’s nothing that has the
same potential for making a real
impact as a real drive to improve
productivity.”

About these stories

Kwai Chung terminals, Jackie
Wong, a senior marine officer,
points to small barges from the
rivers of inland China loading
containers directly onto ships,
bypassing the land terminals.
Counting these river barges, Hong
Kong handles 23 million containers, second most in the world after
Singapore.
Wong talked about the high-rises
of Hong Kong, how there are so
many, “we don’t feel the wind like
we used to.” Hong Kongers sometimes complain about truck traffic, he added, sounding like port
officials in Charleston who field
similar complaints.
And like Charleston, Hong Kong
is facing competition from nearby
ports. In Hong Kong’s case, companies are building a sprawling
terminal in Shenzhen, a 40-minute
ferry ride away. “But we think it’s
right to use the land as efficiently
as possible,” Jackie said. Behind
him, the busy terminals and giant cranes vanished back into the
fog.

Look for these stories in future
editions:
◗ A pilot program in Hong
Kong to scan 100 percent of its
containers for weapons of mass
destruction and why some in
the United States don’t like this
concept
◗ A local resident’s trip to China
to receive a controversial medical
treatment

On the Web:

Go to www.Charleston.net/
china for special slideshows
and previous stories on:
◗ How smog from China makes its
way to the United States
◗ China’s master counterfeiters
◗ A local company’s successful
integration into China’s economic
rise
Also on the Web, the blog
‘On Assignment,’ a discussion
about the trip: http://postscripts.
typepad.com/on_assignment
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The China Effect:

The Post and Courier recently
dispatched went to report on
‘Efficiently as possible’
several topics that affect our
As a government boat leaves the readers.
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other words, just as shoppers are
attracted to cheaper stores, shipping lines will head to cheaper
ports that may be land-rich but
crane-poor.
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Geography is the answer, said
Roger Tupper, director of Hong
Kong’s Marine Department, an
agency that supervises the region’s
port operations. “It’s a tight job in
Hong Kong. A lot of the country
is hillside, a country park, like
your national parks. Thank God
we saved it, or it would have been
lost.”
Because they had so little land
to build on, and much of the port
is on land reclaimed from the sea,
Hong Kong’s terminal companies had little choice but to build
smarter and higher, Tupper said.
They acquired sophisticated
computer equipment to better organize the giant Rubik’s Cube that
container terminals have become.
They invested in new cranes to
stack containers higher than most
other ports.
One of Hong Kong’s nine
mega-terminals has a containerstacking crane for every 7 acres;
Charleston’s terminals have one
for every 18. Hong Kong’s terminals also operate 24 hours a day. In
Charleston, the terminal gates are
open for truckers between 7 a.m.
and 6 p.m., though ships arrive at
all hours.
“They’ve really squeezed everything out of what they got,” Tupper
said of Hong Kong’s terminal companies. “They’re making a helluva
lot more money than most terminals worldwide.”
Tupper is a tall, avuncular man,
and from his office overlooking the spectacular glass-andsteel buildings lining Hong Kong
harbor, he didn’t mince words
about governments that promote
port-building plans that waste
space.
“That’s what happened to Japan.
They’ve got more ports than they
can shake a stick at now, and that’s a
lot of wasted money and destroyed
environment. A disaster.
“If you go the high-tech route, it’s
better for the community because
your port is not sprawling and
massive,” he added. “It’s better for
the shipping lines because everything is close together and easier to
manage. If you go the other route,
you will end up with a lot of extra
space and destroy a lot of precious
waterfront land.”

R20-F74702

A big (actually true) fish tale
It’s 3:30 a.m. off the S.C. coast. A record-setting behemoth awaits.
Local & State, 1B
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U.S. wants to harness ocean of energy

Combined area jail
could hold up to 3,000

BY PRENTISS FINDLAY

A tri-county planning agency is
looking at the feasibility of building
a massive jail along the Interstate 26
corridor to let Berkeley, Charleston
and Dorchester counties ease existing
overcrowding and share costs. 1B

Glassmaster seeks
bankruptcy protection
Glassmaster Co., which makes fishing boats, monofilament and other
products, has been squeezed by rising
oil prices, according to the company’s
attorney. He said Glassmaster has
lined up new financing and plans to
restructure. 7B

Israeli leader trying
to weather war report

Harvesting ocean wind, current and
wave energy to generate electricity is not
the stuff of science fiction.
Plans already are on the drawing board
in several areas across the country for
dozens of wind turbines spinning miles
out at sea and scores of underwater turbines powered by the ocean’s current.
The U.S. Department of Interior Minerals Management Service is asking
Lowcountry residents for comment on
its Outer Continental Shelf alternative
energy development program at a public
hearing Thursday in Charleston.
In a time of increasing worry over global
warming and dependence on foreign

Delta Air Lines leaves
bankruptcy protection
The airline, which has shed billions
in costs, survived a hostile takeover
bid during its 19½-month reorganization. Its next big task will be to choose
a new leader to replace outgoing CEO
Gerald Grinstein. 7B

2. Wave energy converters

N.C.

Clusters of relatively small, buoy-like devices generate
electricity by directing seawater pressurized by the constant
up-and-down motion of waves into a turbine. A large array
of such devices, moored to the seafloor, would be comparable
in size to a small fleet of fishing boats.

S.C.

Exactly how far out the
energy farms could be built is
unclear, but the best winds
and currents are thought to
be more than three miles
offshore, in federal waters.

3. Current turbines

One type of underwater generator being considered operates
very much like a wind turbine. Such devices would take
advantage of the Florida Current, a strong northward flow of
warm water along the eastern coast that feeds the Gulf

Electricity would be sent to the mainland through a cable along the seafloor.
JASON FLETCHER/STAFF

Court
backs
Tomato a day keeps
police
mosquitoes at bay?
chases
BY BO PETERSEN

The Post and Courier

RALEIGH — The summer biters are

coming — jabbing mosquitoes, knifing
blackflies, ripping no-see-ums and surreptitious ticks.
Don’t scream. Get tomatoes.
Entomologist Michael Roe stuck his
swabbed arm into a laboratory cage
full of mosquitoes and pulled it out
unscathed. With that, he discovered
a human use for his research into an
insect-repelling compound found in
wild tomatoes that he planned to in-

The animal rights group asked
County Council to act after the recent
death of toddler Brian Palmer, who
died after being attacked by a pet pit
bull. Council Chairman Larry Hargett
said council members might look at
what other states have done. 1B

Coming Wednesday
IN THE NEWS
MeadWestvaco
Corp. will make
a significant
announcement
about its
Lowcountry
land holdings.
IN FOOD

3 inexpensive fish
+ 3 local chefs
3 tasty meals

Inside

Fast facts about BioUD
mosquito repellent. 9A

troduce to cultivated tomatoes.
BioUD repellent is expected to be
available for sale in South Carolina in
about three weeks. That should be just
in time, with the gnats beginning to appear and the thermometer well past the
62-degree mark that gets mosquitoes
popping. Roe said tests in the lab and
a skeeter-infested swamp in the North
Carolina Piedmont suggest BioUD
works as well as, if not better than,
DEET, the ubiquitous, toxic chemical
pesticide in lotions and sprays.
Natural repellents are nothing
new; the citronella candle might
be the best-known. But one
that stands up to biting
bugs like DEET? That’s
news.
Cypress Gardens
naturalist Lori Sheridan
Wilson and Director Dwight Williams
sprayed themselves
with a sample batch of
BioUD on a recent afternoon, then went outside
Please see REPELLENT, Page 9A

“It smells much better
than DEET products.
It doesn’t have the
warnings. If it’s
anywhere near as
good, I’d use it.”

Today’s outlook
Sunny and very
warm. High 88.
Low 61. Complete
5-day forecast, 12B
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Offshore wind farms are popular in
Europe, where they generate up to
20% of the power for some countries.

Bio-friendly repellent could be key
to bug-free, DEET-free summer

PETA urges Dorchester
to restrict pit bulls

Index
Bridge ......................7D

1. Wind turbines

Advocates of ocean-generated renewable energy hope to capitalize on three
nearly constant sources of power found off South Carolinas coast: Waves,
wind and currents. Here are some examples of the types of devices used
around the world to generate electricity through offshore projects:

Please see OCEAN, Page 9A

A panel says
Prime Minister
Ehud Olmert
rushed the army
into a war it was
not ready for, a
war many Israelis
think emboldened
the nation’s enemies. Olmert said
failures “will be
remedied.” 3A

Olmert

Electricity from the sea
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Lori Sheridan Wilson,
Cypress Gardens naturalist

SHENZHEN, CHINA — Skies are clear
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Associated Press
WASHINGTON — Police may use tactics
that put fleeing suspects at risk of death to
end high-speed car chases, the Supreme
Court said Monday in ruling against a
Georgia teenager who was paralyzed after his car was run off the road.
In a case that turned, in part, on a
video of the chase in suburban Atlanta,
the court said it is reasonable for law enforcement officers to try to stop a fleeing
motorist to prevent harm to bystanders
or other drivers.
“A police officer’s attempt to terminate
a dangerous high-speed car chase that
threatens the lives of innocent bystanders
does not violate the Fourth Amendment,
even when it places the fleeing motorist
at risk of serious injury or death,” Justice Antonin Scalia said in his majority
opinion.
Many large police forces have strict rules
for when officers can begin high-speed
pursuit, limiting chases to instances
where there has been a felony crime committed, a misdemeanor crime involving
a weapon or suspected drunken drivers
who are an obvious road hazard.
Victor Harris, the Georgia teen, was
wanted only for speeding.
Joshua Dressler, an Ohio State University law professor and expert on the Fourth
Amendment, said he did not think that
police would relax those policies. “The
clear trend of police departments in major urban areas has been to limit police

Great pall of China:
Smog dirties world’s air
The Post and Courier

Post and Courier free 24-hour news and
information service ............................. 937-6000

BY MARK SHERMAN

Please see COURT, Page 9A

BY TONY BARTELME

Info line

Officers protected in
high-speed pursuit suits

and temperatures are in the 60s, say the
weather forecasters.
They’re right about the temperature.
But the sky? It’s anything but clear. A
slate-gray haze smothers Shenzhen, the
teeming coastal city of 12 million in
southern China. Fog?
“This is not fog,” said Tony Wu, manager of a factory owned by Quoizel, a Goose
Creek-based lighting manufacturer.
China’s spectacular growth has come with

The China Effect
COMING NEXT: What lessons do the
Port of Hong Kong hold for Charleston?

a price: a deadly blanket of smog so vast that
scientists say they think it’s affecting weather patterns throughout the world, including
coloring skies in the United States.
As you travel from the coast and into
the factory belt, the smog gets so thick
it burns your lungs and gives the landscape a sick, grayish-brown tint. It chokes
Please see SMOG, Page 9A

ALAN HAWES/STAFF

Smog is heavy in the air over Dongguan, a city of about 6 million and a major
manufacturing area in China.
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FROM 1A

Harnessing
sea power

If you go
WHAT: U.S. Department of the
Interior Ocean Alternative Energy
Public Hearing
WHEN: 7 p.m. Thursday
WHERE: Courtyard By Marriott hotel, 35 Lockwood Drive,
Charleston

OCEAN From Page 1A

FILE/HERIBERT PROEPPER/AP

Wind turbines spin in the North Sea off the coast of Denmark.
The U.S. Department of Interior’s Minerals Management Service
is pondering the possibility of putting them off the U.S. coast.

High court says chase OK
COURT From Page 1A
chases in general,” Dressler said.
“There have been so many injuries and deaths as a result of police
chases and such great risk of harm
to innocent bystanders.”
More than 350 people died on average each year from 1994 to 2004
because of police chases, a group of
Georgia police chiefs said in court
papers in this case.
Yet officers now have less to fear
from the tragic results of a car
chase because of Monday’s ruling,
Dressler said. “This ruling may

result in even faster chases and
therefore perhaps increase the risk
of harm not only to the speeder,
but also innocent bystanders.”
Innocent parties hurt in such
incidents always have had a hard
time winning lawsuits against
police and Monday’s decision will
make their claims harder to prove,
Dressler said
The court sided 8-1 with former
Coweta County, Ga., sheriff’s deputy Timothy Scott, who rammed
a fleeing black Cadillac on a twolane, rain-slicked road in March
2001. The nighttime chase reached

Smog China’s great pall
SMOG From Page 1A

speeds of up to 90 miles per hour.
Harris, the 19-year-old driver
of the Cadillac, lost control and
his car ended up at the bottom of
an embankment. Harris was rendered a quadriplegic.
Harris sued Scott after the crash,
claiming the deputy’s decision to
ram the Cadillac violated Harris’
Fourth Amendment right to be
free from unreasonable seizure.
Lower federal courts ruled the
lawsuit could proceed, but the
Supreme Court said Monday that
the officer could not be sued for his
actions. Justice John Paul Stevens
dissented.
Scalia said the videotape demonstrated the danger posed by

On the Web
Go to www.
charleston.net/
webextras for
special slide shows,
or check out the blog “On Assignment,” for more: postscripts.
typepad.com/on_assignment.

one newspaper estimated that air
pollution had cost the country
$64 billion in lost workdays and
health problems. The government
also blames pollution for 400,000
premature deaths a year. Chinese
meteorologists even plan to seed
clouds before next year’s Olympics, hoping to generate rain that
will clean Beijing’s foul air in time
for the games.
Just last week, China’s Premier
Wen Jiabao said the country’s environmental condition was grim
and needed urgent action. “Our
country is a major coal producer
and consumer, and reducing polluting emissions is a responsibility
we should bear,” he said.
Still, China’s economy is growing 10 percent a year. Construction
workers are building the equivalent of two new coal-fired plants a
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might be, if people are afraid to
use it, it doesn’t help. That’s just
the reality.”
The patent is the 10th or so for
Roe, he thinks — blowing air
out through his lips as he thinks
about it. The 54-year-old is the
kind of guy who hangs on the
wall of his North Carolina State
University office a collection of
butterflies, moths, beetles and
flies that won him a championship ribbon at the Louisiana
State Fair as a 4-H Club member
in 1969.
He was the kind of kid who
grew up blocking the paths of
fire ants to see what they would
do; he is the professor who keeps
an eye on the business value as
much as the academic publication value of research.
“I think you have to be willing
to think out of the box, to say
things that sound crazy,” Roe
said.
How sure is he that BioUD will
work in the buggy, buggy Lowcountry?
“Well, I grew up in Louisiana,”
he said, “where you have to wear
a face mask the mosquitoes are
so thick.”
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About BioUD

◗ It’s a natural insect repellent that
uses a compound found in wild
tomato plants
◗ It’s expected to be available
in three weeks online at www.
BioUD.com.
◗ HOMS LLC, the manufacturer,
says it will also be available at reBRAD NETTLES/STAFF
tailers such as Wal-Mart and some
supermarkets.
BioUD natural insect repellent
◗ Suggested retail price is $6.99
is expected to be available for
for 6 ounces.
purchase in three weeks.

the efforts of the driver to elude
the police on a narrow and winding Georgia road. Scalia added
that the federal appeals court in
Atlanta, which ruled that Harris
was entitled to a jury trial on his
constitutional claims against the
sheriff’s deputy who forced him
off the road, should have viewed
the tape with more care rather
than accept Harris’ version of how
the chase proceeded.
Stevens said that to the contrary,
jurors could well have concluded
that the late-night chase endangered no pedestrians, since there
were none, and no other motorists, since the police sirens warned REPELLENT From Page 1A
other cars to pull off the road.
to talk to a group of unsprayed
tourists. The visitors said the
week to keep the juggernaut roll- biting flies that had been flying
ing.
around before the staffers sat
And scientists are warning that down were gone. But after the
as more Chinese buy cars, vehicle staffers left, the flies returned.
emissions soon will become anAs to whether it is better than
other major contributor.
DEET, “I’d have to try it when it’s
Lee Berlinsky, co-founder of Si- really buggy,” Sheridan Wilson
matai Marketing Group, a small said. “It smells much better than
marketing company in Charleston DEET products. It doesn’t have
that’s working in China, said he the warnings. If it’s anywhere
recently traveled to Beijing where near as good, I’d use it.”
“the air pollution was outrageousBioUD is being marketed as a
ly thick. We saw the sky once on a natural, bio-friendly repellent. It
six-day trip.” And one of his most just won federal Environmental
memorable experiences was driv- Protection Agency registry as a
ing out of Shanghai on a 16-lane biopesticide, with the only cauhighway.
tion being “use as directed,” said
Traffic was rather sparse, he said, EPA spokeswoman Enesta Jones.
and the highway had expansive
The EPA classifies DEET as safe
interchanges that ended in empty but slightly toxic, a carcinogen
fields. Nothing was around them but not one affecting humans
except gas stations with 15 to 20 and not recommended for chilpumps and attendants standing dren younger than 2 months old.
ready to fill up cars. But there were
Roe touts his stuff as safe for
no cars — yet. “It was the weirdest babies and, unlike flammable,
thing I’ve seen there,” he said, “be- alcohol-based pesticides, usable
cause you can tell they’re waiting in clothing.
for the cars to show up in the next
“It’s more of a ‘green’ type
five years.”
technology,” Roe said. “From a
chemical standpoint, it’s believed
Reach Tony Bartelme at
to be a safe chemical. I won’t say
tbartelme@postandcourier.com
DEET isn’t a great product, but
or 937-5554.
no matter how good a repellent

R70-F83582

Replacement

people on the neighboring peninsula and islands of Hong
Kong, where air pollution is four
times worse than in Los Angeles, America’s symbol of smog.
Winds also blow what some call
the “Asian Brown Haze” into Japan
and Korea. A U.N. report said the
pollution is modifying rainfall patterns throughout Asia. The haze also gets into the jet stream and travels across the Pacific, polluting the
North American West Coast.
On some days, almost 25 percent
of the air pollutants hanging over
Los Angeles originated in China,
the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency says.
Tony, the factory manager, is
philosophical about the pollution
problem. The Chinese government knows about it and is starting to take action, he says, but the
nation needed to first move forward with economic development
to bring hundreds of millions of
people out of poverty. “You need
that first before you can have the
second,” he said, referring to air
pollution controls.
At first glance, the factories don’t
seem to be the problem. When you
travel through Shenzhen and other
areas of China’s industrial Guangdong Province, you see few belch-

ing smokestacks. And vehicle traffic doesn’t seem thick enough to be
the main cause, either. So where is
the pollution coming from?
Mostly from coal-fired power
plants in the country’s interior,
which supply the juice for China’s
massive and growing factory complex. Last year, Chinese coal plants
burned 1.2 billion tons of coal,
which releases carbon dioxide, a
greenhouse gas that most climate
experts believe is contributing to
global warming. China is now the
world’s second largest producer of
carbon dioxide after the United
States, a U.S. Department of Energy report said. Scientists in Europe recently predicted that China
would overtake the United States
this year.
Burning coal also releases sulfur dioxide, a component of acid
rain. Chinese regulators acknowledge that emissions of sulfur have
grown to 26 million tons, twice
the volume pumped out by U.S.
sources, which must follow more
restrictive environmental laws.
Using chemical markers, scientists in the mountains of California have traced residue in their air
filters to coal plants in China.
Chinese newspapers are filled
with stories about the government taking pains to address environmental concerns. Last year,

to local electric companies. “It’s
very expensive,” said Santee Cooper spokeswoman Laura Varn.
“That’s something that we’re
going to keep up with, but from
an economic standpoint, it really
doesn’t make sense to us,” said
South Carolina Electric & Gas Co.
spokesman Robin Montgomery.
The government has its issues,
too. Sabotage and terrorism are
listed as worst-case scenarios in
the draft environmental impact
statement for the alternative energy program. Electrocution of a
fishing ship’s crew could happen
Reach Prentiss Findlay at
if its gear snags on an underwater
power transmission cable. Ships pfindlay@postandcourier.com or
could hit the structures support- 937-5711.

R34-F83303

the 130-turbine Cape Wind project has caused concerns about the
effect of electromagnetic fields on
fish, damage to submerged vegetation and threats to navigation and
aircraft.
There are also concerns about
how wind farms may affect fish
migration, protected species, and
marine mammals.
Wind, current and wave technologies score well, however,
with those worried about global
climate change, rising sea levels,
dependence on foreign oil and the
health impact of air pollution.
Although the energy is there for
the taking, bringing it to the consumer on land is costly, according

ing wind turbines, spilling hazardous materials. Fish and sea turtles
could be affected.
Still, the government is moving
ahead with drafting regulations to
govern the nascent industry. Experts said part of the problem with
alternative ocean energy is murky
regulatory waters. The new federal
program, expected to take effect in
September, will give companies eyeing deepwater energy a better idea
of the regulatory hoops they face,
said Hanna Goss, a technical writer
for the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration Coastal
Service Center in Charleston.
The government would issue
leases, rights of way and easements
to energy development companies
for their projects on the Outer
Continental Shelf.
“It’s the whole point of why the
Minerals Management Service is
doing this,” Goss said. “They can
LUMA ABU AYYASH/NORTH CAROLINA STATE UNIVERSITY
lay out the qualifications. You can
begin to figure out what the pro- Entomologist Michael Roe tests his new wild tomato-based
insect repellent in a lab cage full of mosquitoes.
cess is.”

Call 792-CARE (2273) today to learn which
of our programs is best for you. Our comprehensive
team of health care professionals can help
you to reach your goal!
www.muschealth.com/weight

R26-F83255

oil, it’s only a matter of time until
a company follows through on its
vision and invests in the new technology. At issue for federal regulators is how to govern ventures that
seek to tap into the massive energy
reserves of the sea.
The greatest potential for wind
energy is beyond three miles at sea,
where the state’s territorial waters
end, S.C. Energy Office spokesman John Clark said. The aesthetics of a nearshore wind farm on the
horizon could be seen by some as
a problem, but Clark said that in
Europe, the turbines are tourist
attractions.
Offshore wind farms are not piein-the sky technology, said Nicholas
Rigas, director of the South Carolina Institute for Energy Studies at
Clemson University. He said they
are beautiful and dramatic and
have little environmental impact.
“It beats a coal plant in my mind,”
he said. “It’s definitely a technology
that’s coming on strong. I think
there is potential, but it has to be
cost-competitive.”
Sea-powered projects are in
various stages of development in
Massachusetts, New York and Oregon, but the new technology isn’t
without critics. In Massachusetts,
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Briefly

Teen survives
60-foot plunge
into pluff mud

McCain latest candidate
to face Google grilling
Republican hopeful Sen. John
McCain answered wide-ranging
questions in what is becoming a fixture on the presidential campaign
trail. More than 1,000 tech geeks spent
an hour and two minutes seeking his
views on everything from the Iraq war
to campaign finance reform. 11A

BY BO PETERSEN
The Post and Courier

Giuliani at Citadel says
military must expand
Former New York City Mayor Rudy
Giuliani, commencement speaker at
The Citadel, told “the 9/11 generation”
that they must prevail over terrorism.
The presidential hopeful said President Bush has strengthened the military, but more needs to be done. 1B

Cancer researchers seek
minority participation

ALAN HAWES/STAFF

Capt. Richard Waring of the Charleston Fire Department helps a dazed and ooze-covered Benjamin Fischer from the
pluff mud Saturday beneath the James Island Connector, after Fischer and his motorcycle fell 60 feet.
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Security
at port
is a quick
scan away

Adding her voice to that of MUSC
doctors seeking more black participants is Lorraine Bennett, a black
West Ashley woman who joined a
clinical trial of a chemotherapy drug
at age 78. “It just might save your life,”
she said. 1B

On Monday

Pluff mud saved his life.
A teenager lost control of his motorcycle, plunged over the rail of the James
Island Connector at the Lockwood Drive
ramp Saturday and dropped on the bike
60 feet into the mud flats and rising tide
of the Ashley River.
He sat there mud-wrapped like a mummy, then crawled out of the water and laid
down on the flat, leaving his shoes behind, the bike a twisted heap in the mud
and the tide leaking into his helmet.
Charleston Police identified the motorcyclist as Benjamin Fischer, 17. He

PHOTOGRAPHS BY ALAN HAWES/STAFF

Patricia Caldwell and her boyfriend walk back to his apartment in April with two 40-oz. malt liquor bottles
in a plastic bag. She says she has stayed sober since leaving a substance abuse program in March.

Hong Kong using pilot
program; negatives are
cost, reliability of data
BY TONY BARTELME
The Post and Courier
HONG KONG — The nightmare scenario goes like this: Terrorists in a foreign
port slip nuclear weapons into containers full of sneakers or electronics. Weeks
later, once the containers have reached
American shores, the terrorists detonate
the bombs, killing thousands and bringing global commerce to a halt.
But a test project here could help shortcircuit such a plan.
While U.S. ports scan about 5 percent of
the containers moving over their docks,
workers at the Port of Hong Kong use
sophisticated radiation and gamma-ray
screeners to peer into every single outgoing container at two of the port’s busiest
terminals.
“The approach was that if it could work
in a port as busy as Hong Kong, it can
work anywhere,” said Jackie Wong, Hong
Kong’s top port security official.
So far, the United States has taken a
different approach: Homeland Security
officials depend mainly on a computer
system that scans information about each
container’s contents for telltale signs that
something’s amiss.
If the system flags a shipment, agents
stationed at more than 42 foreign ports
may pull the container before it’s loaded.
Or, depending on the information, agents
may wait until the shipment arrives in
the United States to scan it or inspect it

Please see PORT, Page 8A
BY TENISHA WALDO
The Post and Courier

You can see it in her eyes.
Patricia Caldwell often belts out
her distinctive, high-pitched laugh,
but her frequent distant gazes betray
unease.
For a woman who has struggled
with a drug and alcohol addiction
for years, those moments can be expected. Sometimes, they come out
of nervousness when the 51-year-old
talks about her past, a cycle of drug
habit hang-ups, failed relationships,
guilt and redemption.

P OV E RT Y
Can We Break the Cycle?
An occasional series on poverty
in the Lowcountry and its
far-reaching effects.

“I try to stay positive. You have to,”
she said. “I’ve met so many people ...
that don’t want to help themselves
with this thing, with what I have.”
Caldwell is a recovering addict,
which is why some question her recent decision to leave a local rehabili-

tation clinic to fend for herself.
Clinical Solutions took her in after
she was profiled in a Nov. 16 story
in The Post and Courier about the
homeless. Staff members tracked
down Caldwell, who was homeless at
the time, to offer help at no charge.
Way ahead of schedule, Caldwell
packed her things and left the privately owned alcohol and drug
treatment facility and mental health
center in West Ashley.
At first, Caldwell welcomed the
free support. Almost four months
Please see STRUGGLE, Page 6A

The China Effect
China is poised to become the world’s
economic superpower and its rise affects us in countless ways. The Post and
Courier examines this trend and what it
means for you.

Inside
Protecting Charleston’s port. 8A
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The Long Beach Bridge container ship heads into the Port of Hong Kong on March 12.

Security at port could be a quick scan away
PORT From Page 1A
by hand.
Customs and Border Protection officials also have installed radiation detectors in Charleston and other major U.S.
container ports that check containers
before they leave the terminals.
As for scanning 100 percent of the nation’s containers before they enter U.S.
waters, a top customs official said in
March that the concept is unproven and
too expensive, “basically an impossible
task” that’s “unrealistic at this point in
time.”
Not everyone thinks so. In late March,
a group called WakeUpWalMart.com
began airing TV ads juxtaposing images of a nuclear explosion, Osama bin
Laden and a container ship. The ad accuses Wal-Mart of putting America’s
security at risk by lobbying against the
100 percent scanning concept. Wal-Mart
officials called the ads tasteless and said
they don’t oppose 100 percent scanning;
they just don’t believe the technology exists to do it efficiently.
Earlier this year, Democrats pushed for
100 percent scanning. One of the biggest
cheerleaders was Sen. Charles Schumer
of New York, who visited Hong Kong
last year and testified in a hearing that,
“Hong Kong is more advanced than any
American port I’ve seen, and we should
be ashamed they inspect every container
and we don’t.” Republican lawmakers,
buoyed by concerns from retailers, the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce and shipping interests, opposed Schumer’s push,
and the issue petered out in the Senate
several weeks ago.

A truck arriving with a shipping container in Hong Kong passes through
an SAIC portal, which uses gamma rays to scan the inside of the container.
A moment later the truck rolled through a second portal, which measured
radiation levels. The entire process took about 12 seconds.

Charleston
uses several
security levels

Ronald Cheng, the security coordinator for Modern Terminals at the Port
of Hong Kong, points out that this particular shipping container holds an
automobile.

Scanning for dangerous cargo
The ports of Charleston and Hong Kong both use
what's known as the VACIS system, which uses
gamma rays to “see” the inside of containers
in much the same way X-rays work.

The China Effect

Sensors pick up the gamma

rays, and software converts the
data into a real-time image.

Port has gamma-ray
detection devices,
radiation sensors

The Post and Courier recently sent
reporter Tony Bartelme and photographer Alan Hawes to China to report on
several topics that affect our readers.
In future editions, look for a three-day
series on a local man’s journey to China
for a controversial medical treatment.

On the Web

Go to www.charleston.net for previous stories, and for slide shows and
a blog, “On Assignment,” go to postscripts.typepad.com/on_assignment.

BY TONY BARTELME

‘Done on real time’

The Post and Courier

How well does the scanning system
work?
Here in Hong Kong, officials think the
concept works just fine.
On a recent misty morning inside a control room at Modern Terminals, a private
company that runs one of Hong Kong’s
nine mega-terminals, security officials
stood by a bank of flat-screen monitors
overlooking a sea of containers. Every
year, Modern Terminals moves the equivalent of 5.4 million 20-foot containers
through Hong Kong, nearly three times
as many as Charleston’s terminals.
Outside, a truck hauling a maroon
container rumbled through a portal that
looked something like an X-ray machine
you might see at a dental office, though
much larger. The portal contained machines that used gamma rays to scan the
inside of the container, while digital cameras captured images of the container’s
unique identification numbers.
The truck then rolled through a second
portal that measured radiation levels. Inside the control room, images popped up
on the monitors showing that this particular container held a car. All this data
went into a bank of computer servers for
storage.
The entire process took about 12 seconds.
“Every truck that comes through the
main gate will come through here,” said
Ronald Cheng, security coordinator for
Modern Terminals. “So now you can
transfer all this information well before
the ship arrives in the U.S. It’s all done
on real time.”
Two years ago, Science Applications
International Corp. (SAIC), a San Diego
company that makes the scanners, spent
$10 million to install this scanning system and another one a few hundred yards
away at an even busier Hong Kong terminal run by Hutchison Whampoa.
For SAIC, Hong Kong was a prominent platform to spotlight its technology.

tainer security policy resembles a house
of cards.”

In Charleston, port officials say they
have a multi-layered approach to ferreting out weapons of mass destruction
from incoming containerized cargo.
First, Customs and Border Protection
agents scan cargo manifests and other
documentation for signs that might redflag a shipment.
If the agency’s computers identify cargo
that looks suspicious, inspectors may run
it through one of the port’s three VACIS
gamma-ray detection machines, or inspect the container’s contents by hand,
said Pam Zaresk, who heads the local
Customs and Border Protection Office.
Inspectors also have hand-held radiation detectors. Last year, inspectors
scanned more than 800,000 containers
for radiation. “No container leaves the
yard without going through the radiation
monitors,” she said, adding that these detectors haven’t slowed traffic in and out
of the port’s terminals.
Since October, inspectors have used the
gamma-ray machines to peer inside 3,113
containers, she said.
She said agents also use information
from intelligence sources to target spe-

cific shipments. Asked about the possibility of someone lying on their cargo
manifests about a shipment, she said that
might happen, but since shipping cargo
overseas involves so many people, it’s difficult for one person to lie and get away
with it.

The State Ports Authority, meanwhile,
has invested millions of dollars to upgrade cameras and other security equipment at its terminals.
Also, as part of a pilot project, federal officials are in the process of deploying radiation sensors throughout the harbor.

Hong Kong is the world’s second-busiest container port, handling roughly one
of every 14 of the world’s containerized
shipments. If ports adopted its systems,
SAIC stands to make hundreds of millions of dollars.
For officials in Hong Kong, a terrorist
attack linked to their docks would be a
financial calamity, so the scanner project demonstrated their commitment to
countering terrorism.
“All of this is important to the people
we trade with,” said Roger Tupper, head
of Hong Kong’s Marine Department, the
agency that supervises the terminals.
So far, the program helped reduce the
number of stowaways using containers

to flee to America, he said, knocking on
a wooden coffee table in his office.
The machines at the two Hong Kong
terminals have recorded more than 1.5
million container scans, said John Hensley, an SAIC senior vice president. He
described the pilot project as “extremely
successful” because it shows that the system can check about 300 containers per
hour without slowing traffic.
The costs? A 2005 Rand Corp. study
analyzed the costs and benefits of 100
percent scanning and found that it wasn’t
worth it unless an attack was highly likely
and would cause more than $10 billion
in damage. The study’s authors acknowledged that new technology is on the

horizon, and that it could change their
calculations.
Hensley said the cost of scanning a container will depend on a particular terminal’s layout and other factors. He declined
to offer a per-container estimate.
Last year, Stephen Flynn, a senior fellow with the Council on Foreign Relations who has done consulting work for
SAIC, estimated that a 100 percent scanning program could be installed at major
container ports around the world for $1.5
billion, or about $15 per container.
Flynn also wrote that Homeland Security officials were overselling their
ability to identify suspicious containers.
“In the end, the U.S. government’s con-

How useful is the data?
Movement:

Emitter: The device emits gamma radiation

from a small pellet of radioactive material. Depending the type of
material, the system can “look through” 6.25 inches of steel.

Other setups: This setup is reflective of one at Charleston. In other situations the cargo may be moving
while the scanning device is stationary (as is the case in Hong Kong). Other VACIS systems are designed to
scan containers at railroads and highway checkpoints, among other places.
SOURCE: SAIC, MAKER OF THE VACIS INSPECTION SYSTEM
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The future
For now, Hong Kong remains the poster
child of the 100 percent scanning concept, though port officials here are already looking forward to new technological advances that will make the process
more efficient and effective.
“The technology is already a few years
old,” Cheng said, as another truck passed
through the portals.
Last year, shipping lines hauled 198,000
containers from Hong Kong to Charleston’s port terminals.
Cheng said people should take some
comfort in knowing that, at least when
it comes to cargo from Hong Kong,
there’s at least a good chance that someone looked inside those containers before
they went to sea.
Reach Tony Bartelme at 937-5554 or
tbartelme@postandcourier.com.
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The scanning
vehicle moves
alongside the
cargo, scanning a
40-foot container
in as few as 6
seconds.

Homeland Security officials haven’t
completely given up on the 100 percent
scanning idea.
Earlier this year, the federal government agreed to test three newer generation scanners by SAIC at three foreign
ports. The focus of these tests will be on
the usefulness of the data the machines
collect.
“You have to know how good the data
is,” said Peter Kelly, chief operating officer of NYK Line, a large Japanese shipping line. “How many false positives are
there? Do you have a way of reading all
that data?” If the data can be analyzed effectively at a reasonable cost and without
impeding traffic, the 100 percent scanning strategy at foreign ports “could be
the real answer,” he said. “Because once
the contraband hits the U.S., you’re too
late.”
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Hong Kong’s t’ai chi

Former British colony adapts
to life in China’s shadow

BY TONY BARTELME
The Post and Courier

ALAN HAWES/ STAFF

Above, Hong Kong
residents practice
t’ai chi in the city’s
Victoria Park last
month. The martial
art’s emphasis
on balance and
flexibility is a fitting
metaphor for Hong
Kong’s adaptation to
changing economic
circumstances. At
right, cranes work
a ship at the city’s
thriving port.

The China
Effect
Coming soon in The
Post and Courier: How
Chinese entrepreneurs
are creating companies
to provide stem cells to
American patients.
ALAN HAWES/ STAFF

HONG KONG — Victoria Park is a
large expanse of green framed by a
spectacular skyline. Great cities usually
have great parks, and Hong Kong is no
exception. Victoria Park is a kaleidoscope of plants and people.
On a recent morning, as a soft mist
fell, a businessman practiced the martial art of kung fu with his umbrella.
Nearby, dozens of people practiced
t’ai chi. One elderly man moved with
incredible precision and balance, while
a woman next to him undulated like a
reed in the wind.
T’ai chi is all about balance, focus
and flexibility, a fitting metaphor for
Hong Kong’s economic transformation
during the last decade. Hong Kong’s
experience also offers important lessons
for South Carolina and other places in
America that have seen an exodus of
manufacturing jobs to mainland China.
It was 10 years ago that the British
handed over their colony to the People’s
Republic of China. Today, Hong Kong
is considered a “special administrative
region” of China. It operates under the
banner of “One country, two systems.”
Hong Kong has its own police force,
legal system and currency. Its top government leader is appointed by Beijing,
but voters also have a say in various
government functions. Its newspapers
report aggressively on environmental
and political issues, both in Hong Kong
and on the mainland.
“It’s the freest press in Asia,” said Michael Cze, a prominent business leader.
“They don’t give two hoots what the
Chinese government thinks, but they
also don’t move around China freely.”
During the changeover, Hong Kong
already was in the midst of an economic
metamorphosis, forced by equally massive changes happening across the Pearl
River Delta in mainland China.
For years, Hong Kong was a major
global manufacturing center. Then, in
1980, Deng Xiaoping declared the fishing village of Shenzhen, an hour from
Hong Kong, a special economic zone
where companies would be allowed to
follow capitalist policies.
Today, Shenzhen has a wall of skyscrapers lining the Pearl River coastline,
and more than 7 million migrant workers work in factories behind them. One
of the thousands of employers drawn
there is Goose Greek-based lighting
manufacturer and importer Quoizel.

PROVIDED/HONG KONG MARINE DEPARTMENT

Hong Kong’s 1,362-foot-tall Two International Financial Centre (center) is one of the tallest buildings in the world. The city has survived a severe loss of
manufacturing jobs in part by positioning itself as a financial and trade center.
But many of the jobs in Shenzhen once
were in Hong Kong. In fact, during the
last two decades, Hong Kong has seen
its manufacturing base shrivel, losing
nine out of 10 jobs.
It survived by positioning itself as a
global financial and trade center, and as
a facilitator for companies interested in
tapping into mainland China’s factory
base, said Christopher Jackson, director
of the Hong Kong Trade Development
Council.
As a result, Hong Kong continues to
thrive, though its growth is not nearly
as explosive as China’s heady 10-plus
percent annual expansion rate.
Hong Kong’s unemployment rate hovers around 4 percent, and even though
its population is just 7 million, it still
accounts for a significant portion of

China’s overall gross domestic product.
Hong Kong has succeeded despite a
severe recession in the late 1990s and
the SARS scare three years ago, which
may have caused the most economic
pain.
“We were cut off and isolated to some
extent,” said Edward Leung, chief
economist for the Hong Kong Trade
Development Council. “We are always
facing something.”
Indeed, Jackson said, the elements of
ta’i chi that define Hong Kong — the
balance, the focus, the flexibility — offer important lessons to businesses in
America that are trying to adapt to
and compete in an increasingly global
economy. Between 2000 and 2003, more
than 8,200 people in South Carolina
lost jobs making textiles, electronics,

chemicals and other items, a federal
study found.
“Here’s what I would do. I would take
the head of the labor unions to China
on a trip,” he said.
“I’d say, ‘Listen guys, this is what’s
happening here. The factory conditions
aren’t bad anymore. Factory owners
are very keen to retain workers, and the
people are very keen to work. You’re
not going to get them on human rights
anymore. This economy is going to get
bigger and bigger — in China, Vietnam
and India.
“ ‘This is not going to go away, so the
question is: How is the Carolina guy going to tackle that challenge?’ ”
Reach Tony Bartelme at 937-5554 or
tbartelme@postandcourier.com.
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Fry drafted

Passing Dale
Jeff Gordon moves past elder Earnhardt in career
victories with win at Talladega. Sports, 1C

See what the Summerville
alum traded in his Clemson
orange for. Sports, 1C
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Remembering
the fall of Saigon

Briefly

M

ORLIN WAGNER/AP

Kansas City, Mo., police close down
a mall parking lot after a gunman
was shot to death outside a Target.

Police shoot gunman
who killed 2 at mall
The man, who had earlier shot and
wounded a police officer, was driving
a car belonging to a woman who was
found dead in her Kansas City, Mo.,
home. Several people at the mall were
wounded. 3A

18-year-old man killed
at after-prom party
North Charleston police said an
unidentified gunman walked up to
the victim and fired several shots.
The party was attended by students
from North Charleston and Stall high
schools. 1B

ost Americans can identify the scene: hundreds
of people crammed onto Saigon
rooftoops, all trying to get on
an evacuating helicopter. Today
marks the anniversary of the fall
of Saigon, when North Vietnamese troops stormed into the South
Vietnamese capital, effectively
ending the decades-long conflict.

Two local people experienced
the horrors of the Vietnam War
firsthand. Lee Hunnicutt was
a paratrooper in Vietnam and
served on the front lines as a staff
sergeant. Thu-Ha Nguyen lived
in Saigon when communists took
control and shares her harrowing
story of escape.
PROVIDED BY LEE HUNNICUTT
- Read their stories, 6A Charlie Troop takes a break to relax and have a smoke in 1969 in Vietnam.

Counterfeit culture

High school students
get the word on college
Getting accepted to top colleges has
gotten tougher in recent years, both
nationally and in South Carolina. The
Post and Courier has been following
three Lowcountry students through
the nerve-wracking task of applying to
college. 1B

Coming This Week
Trucking demand
A shortage of
long-haul truckers
means more driving instructors
are needed. Today in Business
Review

Managing cancer
Even if the disease is incurable, some
treatment regimens can make it
manageable. Today in Your Health

College experience
The kid who comes home from college
won’t be the kid who left a year ago.
Tuesday in Family Life

Family budgets
Escape the credit card trap and get out
of debt. Tuesday in Family Life

Good eats
Wando culinary students represent the
state in a national cooking competition.
Wednesday in Food
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In China, the counterfeiting capital of the world, two men work on copying a painting from a small postcard in the Dafen painting village in
Shenzhen. About 3,000 painters live and work in the village, which exports $36 million in oil paintings a year.

China’s industry of knockoff Picassos, iPods,
Viagra and more affects businesses worldwide
BY TONY BARTELME
The Post and Courier

Today’s outlook
Mostly sunny. High
85. Low 58.
Complete 5-day
forecast, 8B
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SHENZHEN, CHINA — Roughly 3,000
painters live and work in a neighborhood
in this southern China region, a giant art
factory that churns out fake Van Goghs
and Rembrandts the way McDonald’s
cranks out burgers.
A huge bronze hand holding a paintbrush marks the entrance to Dafen art
village. Behind it is a warren of shops and
studios where painters work on four or
more pieces at a time and carpenters assemble thousands of frames.
Here, you can buy a portrait of George
Bush, who looked vaguely Asian in one
piece, or a fake Picasso for $10 or less. The
painters themselves might earn $2 per
piece. All told, the neighborhood exports

A reproduction of an Apple iPod can
be purchased in a Shenzhen store
for $20. It looks like an original, but
the back erroneously reads “Made in
Califomia, USA.”
$36 million in paintings a year, roughly
60 percent of the world’s oil-painting
market, according to village officials.
It’s a colorful example of how China has

become the knockoff capital of the world,
not just for art, but for most everything.
It’s a trend that affects businesses across
the world, from software companies in
Silicon Valley to art galleries in downtown Charleston.
Because China’s factories make so many
legitimate goods, their managers can easily retool them to make fake ones that
look and work like the originals.
In a department store in Shenzhen, you
can find what looks like a brand new iPod
Nano for $20. One telltale sign that it’s fake
is the misspelled “Made in Califomia,
USA” on the back; the real ones are made in
China. Pharmacies sell counterfeit Viagra.
Vendors sell pirated movies and software
on street corners throughout the city.
Please see CHINA, Page 9A

The China Effect
China is poised to become
the world’s economic superpower, and its rise
affects us in countless ways.
Today and in upcoming reports, The Post and Courier
examines this trend and
what it means for you.

On the Web
Go to www.
charleston.
net/webextras
for special slide
shows, or check
out the blog, “On
Assignment,” for additional
reports from the trip:
postscripts.typepad.com/
on_assignment.

On the Web

Summey, Douglas go head to head in election

Info line

Post and Courier free 24-hour news and
information service ............................. 937-6000

BY WARREN WISE

Contact us
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......................................... 722-6500
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General Offices ....................................... 577-7111
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William Ackerman says drive-by shootings have disappeared in his Charleston
Farms neighborhood of North Charleston.
He credits the reduction in crime to
Mayor Keith Summey’s efforts to beef up
police presence in the community.

“I think what he is doing is on the right
track,” Ackerman said.
Jeno Ginyard of the Waylyn neighborhood off Dorchester Road prefers Hillery
Douglas, the Charleston County School
Board vice chairman who is Summey’s
opponent in the June 14 election.

“I think he will make a better candidate,” Ginyard said. “He knows the problems we have in the schools and can help
fix those problems. It’s not a black thing.
I just think he will do a good job.”
Summey is white; Douglas is black.
In a city with a roughly equal racial balance — 48.5 percent black, 46.2 percent
Please see MAYOR, Page 9A
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Counterfeit
culture

THE CHINA EFFECT
Cheap jeans

A pair of Levi’s is
about the same
price it was 20 years
The effects of this counterfeiting ago, thanks to Chinese factories.
industry are staggering. Chinese

CHINA From Page 1A

counterfeiters cost the movie industry $2.7 billion last year, an
industry study found.
Furniture industry leaders in the
United States know that Chinese
factories will copy their most successful designs within months,
forcing them to change the ways
they roll out new products.
Rick Seidman, president of Quoizel, a lighting manufacturer based
in Goose Creek with a factory in
China, said his company used to
charge a premium price for a successful new design. Now, he knows
a copycat manufacturer will come
out with a similar product within
months.
As a result, his company has to
keep prices lower than in the past.
That’s great for consumers, he said,
but it’s squeezing the company’s
profit margins.
Chinese authorities have cracked
down on software pirates and other
counterfeiters, but the World Trade
Organization said that China remains the center of a counterfeiting epidemic that “causes harm to
U.S. businesses in virtually every
sector of the economy.”
Jim Booth, a Charleston artist
known for his waterfront scenes,
said China’s copycat industry
“has been around for a long time.
It happened about 20 years ago,
and that’s when you learned not

Boxes and boxes

Gas

Poverty

Exports

Clothes

In 2001, the Port of
Charleston handled
91,000 cargo containers from China
and Hong Kong.
Last year, it handled
more than 198,000.

China’s demand for
gasoline is expected to rise 30 percent
over the next three
years, putting pressure on global supplies and prices.

China’s economic
rise has taken more
than 300 million
in the country out
of poverty, more
than the entire U.S.
population.

South Carolina
businesses
exported $870
million in goods
to China in 2006,
nearly three times
as much as in 2001.

China exports
20 billion finished
garments a year,
more than three
pieces for every
person on earth.

Sources: Associated Press, S.C. State Ports Authority, The Chicago Tribune

About these stories
The Post and Courier recently went
to China to report on several topics
that affect our readers. Look for
these stories in future editions:
◗ How China’s pollution affects us.
◗ How Hong Kong squeezes
containers through its port and
the lessons this holds for South
Carolina.
◗ A pilot program in Hong Kong
to scan 100 percent of its containers for weapons of mass destruction and why some people in the
U.S. don’t like this concept.
◗ A local resident’s trip to China
to receive a controversial medical
treatment.

to send people your brochures
because they would copy right
off them. But now, people can get
copies off your Web site.” He said
he hasn’t had any problems with
copycats lately.
But Jerry Spencer, owner of
Spencer Art Gallery on Broad
Street, said that the images of one
of the artists he represents, Gerald
Brommer, were stolen by Chinese
copycat painters. And last Septem-
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A shop owner in the Dafen painting village in China shows some of the Salvador Dali
reproductions made in Shenzhen.

white, based on the U.S. Census Bureau’s 2005 estimates — race could
become a big factor in the election.
“Obviously, when you have an
African-American candidate and
a white candidate in a city that is
fairly evenly divided along racial
lines, it will have an impact,” College of Charleston political scientist Bill Moore said. “I think you
will see a significant amount of
voting along racial lines.”
Moore says he thinks Douglas
faces an uphill battle to unseat
Summey because Summey has
been mayor for 13 years; has guided the city through tremendous
expansion of new residents, new
industries and new businesses;
and was a calming force when he
was first elected in 1994.
At the time, the city was in political turmoil after Mayor Bobby
Kinard resigned. Summey, thenchairman of Charleston County
Council, defeated former mayor
pro tem Ken McClure during a
special election; was re-elected the
next year; and has been re-elected
twice since, the most recent time
with no opposition.

“Summey has a number of things
he can point to as accomplishments,” Moore said. “The question is, ‘Are there enough people
dissatisfied with North Charleston
today to vote in a challenger?’ ”
Douglas says he thinks Summey
is vulnerable on traffic gridlock on
Dorchester Road, the city’s crime
rate and affordable housing.
Summey points to the city’s
growth, a new crime-fighting initiative launched in February and
new roads being built to alleviate
the tie-ups on Dorchester Road as
key elements that show he is moving the city forward.
In an analysis of 2005 crime figures by Morgan Quitno Press, the
city was ranked as the 20th mostdangerous city in America, which
Douglas says is unacceptable for a
city the size of North Charleston,
with 86,313 residents.
He favors bringing in an adviser
to lay out a plan to tackle crime.
Douglas also says he thinks the police chief should exclusively work
on crime and not be involved in
the fire department.
Summey pointed to Police Chief
Jon Zumalt’s plan that calls for
more police officers, mandatory 2

They send digital images to China,
where painters transfer them to
canvases using computer printers
and then paint over the images to
make them look like originals.
“I’ve got two galleries and about
35 artists, and they don’t really
make that much money, but with
this kind of competition, it’s going
to run some American artists out
of the business,” he said.
American textile companies and
other industries that have been hit
hard by cheap Chinese knockoffs
may find the story of Dafen art village oddly familiar.
It began in 1989, when an artist
from Hong Kong got fed up with
high rents and moved to neighboring Shenzhen, setting up shop in a
farming area in the booming city.
Apprentices followed, and today the farmland is gone, the
neighborhood is surrounded
by high-rises and thousands of
painters crank out paintings by
the container-load.
A painting may cost $2 to make
and sell for $200 or more in the
United States. Some studios target
owners of hotels, restaurants and
office buildings.
For artistically inclined people in
China’s interior, the Dafen art village is a place where they can earn
much more painting than plowing, so there’s never any shortage
of artists.
But for starving artists in the
United States, the sheer size and
productivity of the Dafen art village only makes those hunger
pangs worse.

ber, a Chinese company in Xiamen he needed.
going on is that you have people
Reach Tony Bartelme at
contacted Spencer by e-mail, offerHe declined the offer but worries walking around galleries like tbartelme@postandcourier.com
ing to produce any oil paintings about what’s happening. “What’s normal tourists, taking pictures.” or 937-5554.

Mayoral candidates cite strengths
MAYOR From Page 1A

Examples are everywhere

a.m. bar closings, beefed-up stings
on prostitution and a closer eye on
repeat offenders as ways to curb
the surging crime.
Douglas says he thinks the city
should require affordable housing for low-income residents in
all neighborhoods.
Summey looked to the new Horizon Village development as an
example of new housing opportunities for low-income residents,
adding that the city and the North
Charleston Housing Authority
will soon have completed more
than 600 affordable housing units
in the past three years.
“Our concern is not affordable
housing. Our concern is quality affordable housing,” Summey said.
Douglas points out that Dorchester Road, off which he lives in Covington Hills, is a parking lot during rush hour. He says he thinks
the city should work with developers and highway officials to ensure
roads can handle traffic before a
new subdivision is approved.
New roads near upper Dorchester
Road should help, Summey said.
Patriot Boulevard should be
completed by year’s end to tie in
with Palmetto Commerce Park-

✹
May
classes
start soon!

QUIT SMOKING IN 2007
Are you ready to really quit smoking in 2007? The Roper St. Francis
Smoking Cessation Program can help. Our program is based on the
QuitSmart system developed at Duke University Medical Center. The
method boasts a 12-month non-relapse rate of 60% and includes a
relaxation tape/CD, a cigarette substitute and stress management
techniques. Sessions are held monthly and consist of three 1-hour classes.

way, which will help take traffic
from Wescott Plantation, Coosaw Creek and other subdivisions
out to Ladson Road. Palmetto
Commerce Parkway also will be
extended by 2009 to connect with
Ashley Phosphate Road, giving
commuters another avenue to
avoid Dorchester Road, he said.
Summey reels off other accomplishments during his time as
mayor: new aircraft jobs at Vought
Aircraft Industries Inc., new automaking jobs at DaimlerChrysler,
the new Centre Pointe shopping
area anchored by Tanger Outlet
Center, the makeover of East Montague Avenue in the city’s old business district, a 14 percent increase
in retail sales from 2004 to 2005,
doubling or tripling of revenues
from the hospitality tax and ac-

commodations tax, and new housing developments where rundown
neighborhoods once stood.
Summey also cited new cultural
offerings with the city’s new Riverfront Park at the old Navy base, the
new Fire Museum that opened Saturday and the Naval Base Memorial
that is set to open this summer.
“One of the biggest issues we
have in North Charleston and
Charleston County is the quality
of the schools,” Summey said.
He is currently working with
Charleston to gain funding for
after-school programs at six struggling schools.
Douglas, a chemist and business
owner, has been on the school
board for 12 years, three of those
as chairman.
Summey says he thinks he has

increased the quality of life for
residents of North Charleston.
Douglas says he thinks he can do
a better job and will go door to door
to persuade people to vote for him.
Getting those people to the polls,
though, will be a factor.
Moore predicts no more than
25 percent to 30 percent will vote
because the election is in the summer, when people aren’t focusing
on politics, because the city’s
high percentage of low-income
residents generally don’t vote and
because local elections tend to attract fewer voters.
“The lower the turnout, the better it should be for the incumbent,”
Moore said.
Reach Warren Wise at 745-5850
or wwise@postandcourier.com.

SCBT is now open at
46 Broad Street

NEW

Premier Savings
Look at our great rates!
SCBT’s new Premier Savings allows
you to earn twice the interest you may
be earning right now at another bank.
Compare your current “passbook”
savings statement with our tiered rates
and see if we can make your day with
this new account!

Rate

Balance

3.00% APY

$5,000 to $24,999

4.00% APY

$25,000 to $49,999

4.50% APY

$50,000 to $99,999

5.00% APY

$100,000 +

Tuesdays, May 1, 15 and 22 at 6 p.m.
Roper Hospital, 316 Calhoun Street
Administrative Conference Room, 2nd floor
$25 covers all course materials. Parking will be validated.
To register call 402-CARE.
46 Broad Street • 843-965-6106 • www.SCBTonline.com
Available to individuals and businesses. New funds only. Transfers from existing SCBT accounts not allowed. *APY means Annual Percentage Yield.
Fees may reduce earnings on the account. $5000 minimum opening balance. This is a variable interest rate account. However, rate is subject to change
after account opening. Rates effective as of 2/20/07. To avoid a quarterly $10 maintenance fee, a minimum daily balance of $5000 is required. Ten (10)
Equal Housing Lender.
withdrawals allowed per quarter. A $10 per withdrawal fee will be charged after that. Member FDIC.
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R27-F83691
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Personal & Business Banking. Wealth Management. Mortgage Services. Big Smiles.

